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Local Outfitter

Michael Johannesen

Michael Johannesen lives among incredible vistas overlooking giant ocean swells. But in his
beautiful home of the Faroe Islands, there isn’t a single hiking trail. As the shop owner of
one the islands’ first outdoor stores, he’s part of a community ushering in a new culture of
outdoor play. For days spent on his feet exploring, he wears the Zion, a boot that’s fit for
the Faroe’s rugged hills—and as fresh as the community he’s building.
Shop the Zion collection at www.merrell.ca/Zion.

The perfect storm-day combination, our BoundaryLine
Mapped Jacket, Recon Mitts & Boundary Pro Skis are purpose
built to handle deep days, from Chamonix to the Wasatch.
BD Athlete Mary McIntyre | Wasatch Mountains, Utah

Andy Earl
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OFFLINE
Whistler-based outdoor photographer Scott Serfas knows that finding the right natural light for a
great shot involves equal parts luck, intuition, and being in the right places at the right times with
the right crew. No equation better describes this stunning “oldie but goodie.” Taken in Alaska in
2010 during filming for The Art of Flight, this shot from a helicopter of Travis Rice may have won a
deserved Red Bull Illumé Award in 2013, but it still wins hearts and minds every time it's seen.
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Vie En Montagne by Mountain
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Art from The Art of Flight.
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What’s protected? … And what is protection?
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Ellipse l p. 14
Are we already losing what
we don’t know?

UNDER THE CANOPY

First Person l p. 24
The Call of the Wild—a long day on
the historic Yukon River.

1 Shot l p. 26
Into the mystic, with Steve Shannon.

Refuge l p. 28
The Darkwoods Conservation Area expands.

L’Histoire l p. 30
Once upon a time on El Capitan,
ropeless aid climbing was a thing.

OutSpoken l p. 33
David Smart on Paul Preuss; Paul Theroux in the
South Pacific; inside the making of The Radicals; three
questions with the inimitable Brett Tippie.

Haute Terre l p. 36
Disappearing murals and melting
paintings—seriously.
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Tracking Vikings along Newfoundland’s
Great Northern Peninsula.

Wild l p. 140
Jill McDonald embraces her fear of flying
into the unknown.

The Abyss l p. 126
When cave photographer Josh Hydeman finally made it to
Mexico’s gargantuan Sistema Huaulta, people had already been
exploring it for 50 years. But there was still more to do.

Polish Syndrome l p. 110
As Jörgen Vikström sees things, there’s no other way to put it: When it
comes to overcoming both political and alpine challenge, the badass history
of Polish climbers in the Himalaya puts everyone else to shame.

The Spirit of Kiviuq l p. 98
Kiviuq is a circum-polar spirit forced to eternally
wander the land; Ben Haggar’s solo mountain bike
mission in Greenland felt a little bit like that, too.

Into the Heart of the World l p. 84
Steve Ogle, Ptor Spricenieks and Chad Sayers make an epic
pilgrimage to ski in Colombia. Yes—you read that right.

Beyond Treeline l p. 68
Lisa Richardson and Garret Grove
take us inside the making of Jordan Manley’s
soul-stirring Treeline.
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Innovate l p. 42

The journey of British Columbia’s Tŝilqhot’in people has been
a long one. Leslie Anthony and Tyler Garnham embark on a
lengthy rafting trip to understand what’s at stake.

Canada’s entrancing Mountain Legacy Project.
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In 2010, many countries committed to protecting
17 per cent or more of their land base as part
of the United Nations Convention on Biological
Diversity. In 2017 a Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society report stated that Canada had only
made it to 10.6 per cent by then—an increase of
only 1 per cent over the 2010 total and making it
the least protected of all the G7 nations. The situation has improved slightly since then with the
addition of several new Indigenous partnership
parks and marine reserves.		
The report also highlighted a number of
countries that had protected well beyond 17 per
cent and had, in some cases approached the 50
per cent level quantified as what nature actually requires to maintain itself. Still, “protected”
means different things in different jurisdictions.
For instance, some protected land is still grazed
by herds of domestic sheep or cattle, or feral invasive species like wild horses, camels and goats,
rendering them ecologically suspect.
Nevertheless, many of our stories take place
in, around, or reference protected areas. Because
the preponderance of these are set in the Americas, for interest we provide a visual accounting
of protected lands and waters. As you can see, it’s
not 50 per cent. It’s not 17 per cent. And it’s not
nearly enough. —LA

Less than 1 per cent of British
Columbia’s extensive old growth
forests remain intact. Find out
more in Beyond Treeline on p. 68

In 2018, the Tŝilhqot'in First
Nation established B.C.’s first
ever "Tribal Park." Dasiqox
Tribal Park covers 3,000
square kilometres southwest of
Williams Lake. Find out more in
People of the Blue Water on p. 48

British
Columb
ia

Ore.

MAP BY CHRIS BRACKLEY/AS THE CROW FLIES CARTOGRAPHY. DATA COURTESY OF UNEP-WCMC AND IUCN (2019). PROTECTED PLANET: THE WORLD
DATABASE ON PROTECTED AREAS (WDPA), SEPTEMBER, 2019; CAMBRIDGE, UK: UNEP-WCMC AND IUCN. AVAILABLE AT PROTECTEDPLANET.NET.
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Privately owned refuges that pass into the
hands of NGOs like the Nature Conservancy—e.g., the Kootenay’s Darkwoods Pre-Ha
w
serve—are a new frontier in land protection.aii
Find out more in Refuge on p. 28
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The University of Victoria’s Mountain
Legacy Project re-photographs historic
photos of mountain environments to
understand climate-driven and other
landscape changes, such as to the Athabasca Glacier of the Columbia Icefields
in the Banff/Jasper National Park corridor. Find out more in Innovate on p. 42
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Northeast Greenland National Park
is the world's largest national park,
as well as its 9th largest protected
land area. Find out more in The
Spirit of Kiviuk on p. 98

Canada’s oldest provincial park—Algonquin—
was established in 1893. Over 2,400 lakes and
1,200 kilometres of streams and rivers populate
its 7,653 square kilometres—larger than the state
of Delaware. Find out more in Ellipse on p. 15
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Colombia’s Sierra Nevada
de Santa Marta is the
AS world’s highest coastal
M
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mountain massif. Tayrona
National Park covers a great
variety of thermal zones
and habitats in 15,000
hectares of these mountains
and an adjacent marine
zone. Find out more in Into
the Heart of the World on p. 84
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Shaped by colliding continents and grinding glaciers,
the ancient landscape of
Newfoundland’s Great
Northern Peninsula features
two UNESCO World
Heritage Sites—Gros Morne
National Park and L’Anse
aux Meadows National
Historic Site. Find out more
A
UD
in Bucket List
RMon p. 38
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Methuselah Grove in
California’s Ancient
Bristlecone Pine Forest
is the location of a
4,851-year-old bristlecone pine considered
to be the world's
oldest confirmed living
non-clonal organism.
Find out more in Beyond
Treeline on p. 68
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Heritage Rivers. Recently, the Peel
shed—a wilderness area the size of Scotland—
also received over 80 per cent protection.
Find out more in First Person on p. 24
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complexes like Mexico’s Sistema Huautla is
especially difficult because they often underlie both public and private land parcels.
Find out more in The Abyss on p. 126
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R10 remembers that time, 22 years earlier, when he was kidnapped by similar aliens…
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PATRICK MOLDOWAN

“Destroying rainforest for economic gain is like burning a Renaissance painting to cook a meal.” — E. O. Wilson

Ellipse
As Snapping Turtles go, the one basking on a partially sub-

merged log was a monster. Never mind that unlike the more
gracile Painted Turtles cohabiting this near-north lake—shiny,
hand-sized half-domes who happily stacked themselves atop
the most tenuous platforms at the slightest hint of sun—hauling out was infrequent behaviour for the more aquatic snapper.
Maybe it was warming itself. Equally maybe, it was exposing
its algae-coated shell to the drying sun in hopes of reducing the
plant matter, or airing its dinosaurian skin to kill off parasites.
But if you were Patrick Moldowan, a turtle researcher at
the Algonquin Wildlife Research Station in Ontario’s Algonquin
Provincial Park, why the turtle was lounging on a summer day
in 2018 was immaterial. What did matter was the single data
point it might represent in a 46-year study that involved marking, radio-tracking, and repeatedly recapturing the area’s turtles to understand their population demographics, movements
and growth patterns. In other words, Moldowan needed to
know “who” this turtle was.
Likewise unimportant are details of how Moldowan and
two summer research students wrestled the behemoth—12 kilos and an almost 40-centimetre-long shell—into their already
packed canoe, and, noting the rusted wires of its missing ID
tag, paddled it back to the lab for identification. There, they
made a heartening discovery: the turtle was R10. It hadn’t been
seen in 22 years.
Inducted into the study in 1979 at the tender age of 40ish years, R10 was a young adult male living the snapper good
life in a constellation of waterways north of the station. Recaptured six times between 1985 and 1992, each weigh-in had
showed slow but steady growth. Last seen but not recaptured
in 1996, R10 then disappeared, and was assumed to have died.
When re-found by Moldowan, age 80-ish, R10 had almost
doubled in mass since 1979. This was impressive but expected—even with the short growing season for turtles here at the
northern limits of their range. There were, of course, larger
questions: how did a turtle in one of the most fastidious, wellmanned, long-term studies in the world disappear for two-plus
decades? Where did it go? What was it doing?
At this point, the answers are no more than educated
guesses. What scientists do know is that the ability to pose
questions about a turtle who goes off-radar for 20 years speaks
to a much larger issue.

Since 1944, the AWRS has provided boreal ecosystem researchers access to 30,000 pristine acres of forest not open to
the public, facilitating some of the best long-term ecological
and population studies of wildlife anywhere. Most studies—
from snapping turtles (now 47 years), to spotted salamanders
(20 years), to small mammals (66 years), to Canada Jay (50
years)—have been underway since long before climate-change
took hold, providing baseline data against which recent species adaptations may be measured. The Canada Jay study, for
instance, is one of few globally to demonstrate a clear mechanism of species decline directly attributable to climate.
Habitat preservation—whether in parks, reserves, or
set-asides like the AWRS—is key to such research. And yet
habitat continues to disappear at a criminal rate: thousands of
acres of northern Alberta’s carbon-sequestering boreal forest
vanish annually to supply America with toilet paper and tarsands oil; British Columbia inexplicably accelerates cutting of
its remaining temperate old growth rainforests; 76,000 fires
burn through the Brazilian Amazon, an orgy of destruction
sanctioned by an irresponsible leader bent on land-conversion
for an already out-of-control cattle industry. The list goes on.
Which means that despite its failings elsewhere, the importance of the Canadian government’s many new park, wilderness, and marine protected areas—mostly co-managed with
Indigenous groups—cannot be over-emphasized. Nor can the
work of NGOs like Nature Conservancy of Canada that protect habitat where governments can’t—or won’t.
Nature clearly benefits from protected areas, but so do
we—most obviously via the recreation and ecological services
these supply. But we often forget how much knowledge these
areas also represent, and how the disappearance of so much we
don’t know is happening faster than our ability to recognize
the gaps.
Maybe we won’t ever know what R10 was up to for 20 years,
but those protected acres in Algonquin mean we at least have a
chance. In the end, even not knowing informs our sensibilities
around ecosystem connectivity and the minimum size of protected areas required to capture all the biodiversity within them.
Confronted with our own ignorance by a Lazarus turtle
might rightly stimulate our curiosity, but it should also spark
creative ways to preserve the outdoor world in which such
curiosity thrives. —Leslie Anthony
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The moment your idea of heaven
finally comes down to earth.

It’s the beauty of the mountains that leaves you
breathless. Pristine powder and the feeling of freedom
as you choose your path. Where lakes are emeralds and
flowers grow wild, and holidays really are magic. With
four iconic properties in Fairmont’s Western Mountain
Region, unforgettable mountain moments start with
luxurious accommodations and an unparalleled
commitment to turning moments into memories for
our guests. Whichever season you visit, your perfect
mountain moment is waiting to be discovered.
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First Person
THE CALL OF THE WILD

Paddling the Yukon River, it’s the sounds that strike me first. It’s a constant,
pervasive fizzing that suggests air leaking from a tire. Were we in a raft this
might be panic-inducing, but in a canoe we’re not sure what to think until our
guides Colm and Andy of Castlerock Canoe and Klondike River Rafting explain that it’s only silt striking the hull. Given the sediment-filled valley it wanders, the Yukon is an unapologetically gritty river—coloured like weak coffee
with skim milk, its hiss intensifying over upwellings that stir extra silt from the
bottom. Disquieting at first, the white noise soon becomes oddly comforting.
The next aural question posed is echoes, whose answer lies in the many
places the river is pinched by bluffs—even where these are kilometres from
the source of the sound. This also explains why even the tiniest gurgling sidestream is amplified into a roaring Niagara. On trips like this, it’s important to
sort out the sensory landscape early.
While our heads swivel like dogs in an arcade, Colm and Andy remain
nonplussed, having tracked this 76–kilometre route from Dawson City to
the abandoned settlement of 40 Mile many times. Now a Yukoner of six
years, Quebec-born Andy loves her adopted wilderness home, despite its citylike strain on personal resources—the cabin she rents in Dawson at Vancouver-esque prices has no water or electricity. Small, wiry and unperturbable,
Colm has been river-guiding some 20 years. Like most Yukoners, he has also
done many other things in the land of the midnight sun—including the
obligatory placer gold mining. When I ask, out of curiosity, where the Yu-
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kon’s gold originated, he says that no one knows, it’s all still theory. Though
one might suspect a tired bromide that maintains the territory’s allure, the
truth is that although millions of ounces of gold have been sifted from Yukon
gravels and soils, the motherlode still remains shrouded in mythology. The
ore clearly eroded from uplifted rock, as ascertained from the gold-rich gravels found at higher elevations that have subsequently washed into valleys, but
Pleistocene glaciers may have erased the original deposits.
Given how little remains of the profligacy of the Klondike Gold Rush,
much human history has also been erased. We soon pass a ship graveyard
where the abandoned hulks of seven paddlewheelers are heaped on shore,
many hidden by trees. To our right is the First Nations community of Moosehide, on the left an island farmed by a British couple whose enormous dogs
threaten any approach; then Sisters Island, where nuns once grew vegetables
to supply Dawson’s Catholic hospital, and Dog Island where sled dogs are
still raised. Beyond these outposts, half an hour after leaving Dawson, we’re
paddling through the Middle of Nowhere, our only companion the restless
river that delivered tens of thousands of fortune-seekers into the heart of this
same land over a century ago, inspiring goldrush chronicler Jack London to
write his celebrated The Call of the Wild.
Since the last Ice Age, when it formed a corridor by which many species
of plants and animals—and possibly humans—infiltrated the continent’s interior, the Yukon River has drained Canada’s subarctic in a 3,200-kilometre

“There is an ecstasy that marks the summit of life, and beyond which life cannot rise. And such

is the paradox of living, this ecstasy comes when one is most alive, and it comes as a complete

forgetfulness that one is alive. This ecstasy, this forgetfulness of living, comes to the artist, caught

up and out of himself in a sheet of flame.” — Jack London, The Call of the Wild

There’s gold in them thar hills… and probably plenty in the river, too.

journey across the entirety of Alaska to where its gigantic delta debouches
into the Bering Sea. As rivers go, it’s both massive and magnificent, though
words can’t truly describe its scale; where the Yukon braids around large,
wooded islands, for instance, mere channels can be wider than the mighty
Fraser River that drains the entire British Columbia interior.
Getting to one side of the watercourse in a canoe requires planning kilometres in advance, especially when rogue winds channeled by soaring canyon
walls throw up metre-high swells to mix with the river’s 10–14 kph current, whirlpools, boils and strong eddy lines. Though rapids are confined to
low-water at this point in the river’s course, we still manage a few short-lived
thrills when gravel bars and mudbanks surprise from beneath the opaque surface, and it’s easy to see how navigating this shifting sub-aqueous landscape
was so difficult even for the shallow-drafted paddlewheelers plying the river
during the goldrush.
Cliffs and mountainsides bookend the flats of tributary deltas where
clear-water confluences once hosted mining towns and riverboat stops like Silver
City, DeWolfe’s Halfway House, and Cassiar House, names now consigned only
to history books. After four hours of paddling, we stop for lunch at the end
of a long island, where wind whips up mini-sandstorms and bear and moose
tracks crisscross licorice mud that wobbles like jelly when you walk on it.
It’s genuinely and surprisingly hot in the sun this day, and warm enough
in the shadows thrown by passing clouds that the outsized nature of our mis-

sion—completing what is usually a two-day paddle in a mere one—seems
more acceptable than if it were storming. Nevertheless, a stiff, stultifying wind
blows in our faces each time the river turns north, strong enough to obviate
most of the help we’re getting from the current. Fortunately, these spells don’t
last more than the half-hour it takes to reach another turn in the river.
Beyond the water itself the Yukon offers a world of wonders. At one
point we see a small grizzly swimming the river, and, in the final canyon, columns of smoke curl skyward from wind-fanned “ghost fires” that have been
burning through tree roots and ground peat since last year. Now fatigued,
end-of-the-day blues see us rounding bend after bend hoping for a landing
that never seems to come.
Finally, after 10 hours on the water, we beach at the pullout leading to
40 Mile, the Yukon’s oldest town. Established in 1886 by prospectors and
authorities looking to shore up Canada’s border with Alaska, the site was
inhabited by various Indigenous peoples for 2,000 years before Europeans
threw up saloons, pool rooms, a library, an opera house, and, still standing
today, a Royal North-West Mounted Police barracks, general store, Anglican
mission, and telegraph office.
As we walk the restored historic townsite, abandoned during the goldrush
upstream and now co-managed by Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and the Yukon government, we hear the one sound that has eluded us all day: silence.
—Leslie Anthony
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shot

Based in Revelstoke, British Columbia, Steve
Shannon isn’t the kind of guy to wait for a shot to
come to him. Rather, he works his tail off to realize a
vision. But when it comes together, well, you can see
the result in this ethereal shot that made the finals of
last year’s Pinkbike Photo of the Year Contest.
Growing up in the West Kootenay, Shannon
was a dedicated mountain explorer of many means
by the time high school rolled around. His interests
in outdoor pursuits have since led him around the
globe—from dirt bike racing in the International Six
Days Enduro in Chile and Greece, to photographing
races in Romania and Mexico. Recent adventures
have seen him rafting the Grand Canyon, skiing in
Iceland, Norway and Switzerland, mountain biking
in the Nepalese Himalaya and Canary Islands, and
dirt biking in the Yukon and Alaska. Not surprisingly, he’s also racked up numerous photography
awards involving these various sports. —LA
“The shot was taken last fall in the Fraser River’s
Farwell Canyon south of Williams Lake, B.C.. I
had the goal of creating something special for the annual Pinkbike Photo of the Year contest. After a few
days shooting with my friend Cory ‘Coco’ Brunelle, I
noticed mist forming in the mornings and wondered
if I could get a ‘God-ray’ shot. On our last day we
tried but the mist dissipated before we could get the
shot. We went back weeks later and hiked out to
the top of the line on a freezing morning to find
the entire valley choked with mist. For three hours,
mist ebbed and flowed in the most amazing, otherworldly light before burning off in the sun. Near
the end, Cory started throwing tables off this broken
hoodoo. After a few attempts, I found this angle and
we made the shot.”
26
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Refuge
DARKWOODS

More often than not, Darkwoods lives up to its name.

As the global population expands, humans need
nature as a respite from any number of threats—
and nature certainly requires refuge from us. In
North America, the United States maintains
National Wildlife Refuges and Preserves, and
Canada likewise has many Reserves, Conservancies, or Conservation Areas owned and managed
by federal or provincial governments, and sometimes private trusts.
Alongside Kootenay Lake in southeastern
British Columbia lies Canada’s largest privately-owned tract—the ominously named Darkwoods Conservation Area.
From 1967 to 2008, this enormous parcel
of mountain wilderness was owned by German
Duke Carl Herzog von Wurttemberg. At the
height of the Cold War, the duke purchased this
slice of the Selkirk Range as a family refuge in
the event of a Soviet invasion of West Germany,
and his forestry company, Pluto Darkwoods, selectively logged the land. In 2008, then into his
seventies and looking to sell, the duke still wanted to keep what was now known as Darkwoods
(a nod to the Black Forest of his native land) intact and well-managed. He found a suitable buyer in the Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC),
which snapped up the entire 55,000-hectare
parcel. In 2018, the federal and B.C. provincial
governments announced funds towards purchase
of an additional 7,900 hectares, an expansion of
14 per cent. This chunk—the Next Creek watershed—fills a “donut hole” in Darkwoods,
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connecting a key section of Inland Temperate
Rainforest (ITR) that includes stands of ancient
cedar and hemlock.
Wildlife biologist Richard Klafki, Director
of the NCC’s Canadian Rockies Program, points
to the scope and significance of the ITR. “It
stretches from northern Idaho to central British
Columbia, following a band along the Columbia Mountains [of which the Selkirks are a subrange]. Some refer to the ITR as a ‘snowforest’
due to its very high snow load.”
Snow isn’t crucial just to the forest’s ecological character (massive spring melts deliver moisture on par with coastal rainforest) but also to
the region’s most threatened denizen: mountain
caribou. “Deep snowpacks allow the caribou to
eat lichen [a dietary mainstay] off the trees and
keep predators from pursuing them.”
Klafki also speaks to the primordial integrity of this ecosystem. “Some of these forests
have never really burned. Only when trees die
and fall down are gaps created in the forest canopy for young trees to establish. That’s the major
disturbance regime. Researchers have also found
coastal species of lichens in these interior forests—evidence these processes have been going
on for thousands of years, creating this diverse
and highly productive habitat.”
With the new addition still fresh, the NCC
is hammering out a management plan. “It will
likely entail some form of road access,” says
Klafki. “Darkwoods has an extensive network of

DAVID MOSKOWITZ

roads because about 30 per cent of it has been
logged in the last 30–40 years. We’re also trying to develop a couple of spots to highlight
old-growth forests and we’re in the preliminary
stages of laying out trails.”
More low-impact tourism could help drum
up public support for the plan. “The ITR itself
isn’t yet understood as a tourist destination,” says
Candace Batycki, a program director for the Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative. Batycki compares the ITR to California’s redwood
forests, extensive stands of which have long been
protected. In contrast, only a fraction of the underrecognized ITR is similarly set aside, mainly
in Darkwoods, the Purcell Wilderness Conservancy, Mount Revelstoke National Park, and
Ancient Forest/Chun T’oh Whudujut Provincial
Park. “True ancient ITR is harder and harder to
get to because of ongoing logging—we’re losing
these forests quite rapidly,” warns Batycki.
Klafki believes that as humans continue
with headlong development that exacerbates
climate change, many of these forests will become climate refugia for species at risk. Given
current trends, it’s not unreasonable to speculate
those species could someday include humans.
—Ned Morgan
To obtain a free permit to visit Darkwoods from
June through September, contact the NCC’s Canadian Rockies Program office at 250.342.5521 or
canadian.rockies@natureconservancy.ca
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L'Histoire
FIRST AID

FIRST AID

Big-wall rock climbing is a time-consuming, grueling endeavour that generally holds little interest for anyone outside the core climbing community.
That all changed in 2019 when Free Solo—chronicling Alex Honnold’s successful climb of Yosemite’s El Capitan with no ropes or protection—won
the Academy Award for Best Documentary.
Suddenly, celebrities were posting climbing-gym pics, Honnold became a household name, and everyone was talking about whether climbing
the 1,000-metre monolith without a rope requires a person to be crazy,
reckless, or both.
To Squamish, British Columbia, resident Russel Mitrovich, who aidclimbed the face without a rope back in 1999, the answer is neither. “There
was a girl involved,” he laughs. “I think I wanted to impress her.”
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Mitrovich spent seven seasons climbing in Yosemite, living in a super-deluxe cave passed down through generations of climbers. At the time, he’d
been talking with friend and late climbing legend Dean Potter about what
it would be like to climb El Cap without a rope. On the day he felt it was
right, however, there was no one else around to climb with.
“I was in tune and in a good head space,” Mitrovich says. “So I borrowed a 20-metre piece of 8-millimetre rope in case of emergency, grabbed a
Snickers bar and a litre of water and started up. I don’t think too many people
knew about it because most climbers hadn’t shown up for the season yet.”
His plan was to aid-climb the Zodiac route. This meant placing gear—
cams, nuts, beaks, hooks, pitons, copperheads, or whatever fit—into tiny
cracks and depressions, on ledges and bumps, hanging from the hardware in a

LEFT Russel Mitrovich’s ropeless 1999 route on El Capitan. ABOVE LEFT Mitrovich at home in Squamish with son Koa.

stirrup-sling called a “daisy chain,” and working his way up one step at a time.
“I was back-cleaning as I went,” he says. “So on the Nipple Traverse—a
thin seam under a roof way up in the middle of the route—I’d hang off one
piton, reach way over and bang in another, then swing over to that piton,
reach back and yank out the first one.”
Mitrovich repeated the maneuver for the traverse’s entire 46-metre
length. Though he felt comfortable for most of the route, he ran out of water after the Nipple. “I got the worst leg cramps, couldn’t straighten my leg.
I was starting to worry about a rescue, but it went away after a while. Then
I was onto the Black Tower. That was the crux, the scariest part because it’s
just the thinnest gear. Imagine banging a postage stamp into a crack and
hanging off it.”
For dicey sections he’d add a third daisy chain for safety, but 80 per cent
of the route was done on two. After some testy “blind hooking” along an
overhanging lip, Mitrovich mantled the last move and made the summit.
“I topped out and still had my Snickers bar. It was dusk and there was a guy
up there in a sleeping bag. He was like ‘where did you come from, where’s
your haul bag, your gear?’,” recalls Mitrovich. “He had an extra sleeping
bag though, and a beer. So I stayed the night, then came down and met my
buddies. They were stunned I’d climbed El Cap without a rope.”
As it turned out, Chris McNamara, the friend from whom Mitrovich
borrowed his rope, had enlisted another buddy, Tom Evans, and the duo
watched and took photos from the meadow below. Still, other than a few
close friends, the feat went largely uncelebrated.
“Rock and Ice did a small article,” he says, “but I didn’t care about press.
I did it for my own reasons, to see if it could be done… if I could stay in that
headspace for so long, that zone where you’re on the edge of either dying or
making it. Take the raddest and most dangerous thing you’ve ever done and
extend it for 12 hours.”
After his solo feat Mitrovich took off for Baffin Island (four year's prior, at age 25, he'd established the world's second grade 7 big wall there,

PAUL BRIDE. ABOVE RIGHT Some tools of the trade form back in the day.

JIA CONDON

spending 32 days on the 5000-foot face of the Walker Citadel) and then
travelled to Alaska, Patagonia, and the Himalayas before eventually landing
in Squamish, B.C. to kick off the new millennium. "I realized if I wanted
to keep progressing, there was a chance I might die. So I started winding
down my climbing a bit and the attitude in Squamish was more humble

“There was a girl involved. I think I wanted
to impress her.” — Russel Mitrovich

and mellow,” he says. “People just wanted to hang out in the mountains and
have a good time. Guys were drinking beer and eating burgers instead of
lettuce and vitamin shakes—like people took things a bit less seriously but
still performed at a really high level. Everyone was supportive of each other,
a really tight-knit community. I’d found my people.”
After living in Squamish part-time for a few years, Mitrovich fell in love
with mountain biking. “All my climbing buddies who are my age mountain
bike. I can ride right from my doorstep, or climb or hike or go sit by the
river. It’s a slice of paradise.”
Now settled with a home, family and job as a stunt rigger in the film
industry, Mitrovich says he decided to start talking about his epic climb after seeing the excitement and popularity of Honnold’s Free Solo feat. “I have
an eight-year-old son and another on the way. I want them to know this is
something I did, something I’m proud of. It was a big accomplishment that
gave me a self-confidence I’d carry for the rest of my life. A big part of life is
being confident, so I hope I can pass that lesson on to them.”
It never worked out with the girl, but Mitrovich still uses some of the
gear from that iconic first ascent. And while solo aid-climbing isn’t a popular
endeavour, it does have a name: “Mitroviching.” —Feet Banks
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OutSpoken
A ROUNDUP OF MOUNTAIN MEDIA

OLD BOOK: The Happy Isles of Oceania, Paul Theroux, Putnam, 1992
By the time Theroux penned this tome of being adrift—emotionally and otherwise—in the South Pacific, he was a
globally celebrated writer. Thus, its thundering denouncements from many once-stalwart supporters suggests he either
blew it, or most didn’t get it. To be sure many missed the overarching subtext—the desperation of a collapsing marriage
and cancer scare—as not just raison d’être for his trip, but a lens for his sweeping geo-cultural exploration. To wit: a man,
angry at himself and an implacable world, attempts to escape himself and said world by going solo into its immensity.
Uniquely devoid of trains, Theroux’s usual exploration vehicle, Oceania is negotiated by collapsible, seagoing kayak. It’s
clear from the outset he hopes to be swallowed by the vastness: “More than an ocean, the Pacific was like a universe,
and a chart of it looked like a portrait of the night sky… like the whole of heaven, an inversion of earth and air [that]
seemed like outer space…” But things aren’t quite the idyll imagined, and when welded to Theroux’s own darkness result
in a “curiously ill-tempered book”—its major criticism the descriptions of manifold people, places, and nations that
incur his ire. Ever the master, however, Theroux paddles through his funk in a way that makes this “perceptive, terribly
readable and wickedly funny” book also one of his most brilliant and riveting.

THREE QUESTIONS: Brian Hockenstein
The confluence of environmentalism and outdoor recreation is a complicated space, but 39year old Whistler, B.C., resident Brian Hockenstein
occupies it well. Originally from Montreal,
Hockenstein landed his first published photo
soon after moving to Whistler—the cover of
Snowboard Canada. He spent the early new millennium filming in the Whistler backcountry,
helping define what was possible with sled-access
snowboarding at the time. The experience delivered a passion for storytelling, and he eventually
longed to do something more closely aligned
with his values. When snowboarder and environmental crusader Tamo Campos and surfer
Jasper Snow Rosen invited him to join them in
northern British Columbia for a deep dive into
a story worth telling, he leapt. From it was born
his award-winning 2018 film The Radicals. Following a crew of snowboarders and surfers inspired to social stewardship by environmental
connection, the film explores the fight by Indigenous communities to protect traditional lands.
Weaving adventure, education, and action, The
Radicals inspires all to do something to protect
the places we love.

What’s behind the title, The Radicals?
The idea was to use different athletes to explore
different styles of activism—from frontlines to
more subtle approaches—to show there’s no
right or wrong way to be an “environmental activist.” That phrase is heavily stigmatized, as is
the word “radicals,” used as a derogatory term to
belittle activists, so this was a great opportunity
to flip the script and reclaim it.
As outsiders, how was your crew received?
The opportunity to work in these often-maligned communities was only possible because
of deep connections built over many years by
Tamo and Jasper. But I was welcomed with open
arms—despite my sometimes lack of knowledge
or context for the issues faced. It wasn’t always
easy, and mistakes were made, but the patience
and guidance of many special people is something I’m eternally grateful for.
What surprised you most?
My biggest takeaway was how Indigenous communities aren’t simply fighting to protect lands,
waters and wildlife for themselves, but for all

of us—often with no expectation of thanks or
reward. It’s not something they choose to do,
but rather something they must do. First Nations have a fundamentally different approach to
this great gift of the environment we’ve all been
given, and it’s hard to go back to thinking the
way we’ve been taught to our whole lives. This
project was the most transformative experience
of my life and I’ll carry that forward into everything I do, both professionally and personally.
—Ben Osborne
ML2019/2020
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both sports. Never content to simply coast, however, Tippie added a new skillset to his quiver by winning the Crankworx 2019 Red Bull Dirt Diaries film
competition in Whistler: actor and filmmaker. Working with long-time collaborator Damien Vergez, Tippie wrote and starred in Men In Bikes, a sci-fi
comedy about an aging mountain biker with a tech device that allows him
to “steal” younger riders’ skills.
You’re a well-known media personality—but acting?
In grade nine I gave up rugby to play Snoopy in You’re a Good Man Charlie
Brown because a girl I liked was in it. She quit two weeks in but I stuck with
it. When I walked onto that stage to sing in front of the whole school—the
jocks, the teachers, that girl—I was shaking like I was going to die. Then
there was a countdown 3-2-1… and I just sang. It was scarier than any big
line or cliff drop I’ve ever faced. I’m not the best singer, and got more applause for comedy bits later on. Acting was fun and gave me a good base for
announcing and TV work.
You bike or snowboard 300+ days a year. Which do you prefer?
I’m a die-hard snowboarder but mountain biking is my job. It’s a crossover sport. I’ve ridden with people from all walks of life—rock drummers,
cops on their days off, surfers, climbers, skiers, actors, lawyers, seven-yearold kids and 70-year-old dudes. That’s what’s so interesting about it—everyone bikes.

Brett Tippie at Tod Gravel Pit, Kamloops, 1998.

JOHN GIBSON

THREE QUESTIONS: Brett Tippie
With a three-decade career as a professional snowboarder and freeride
mountain biker, 50-year-old Brett Tippie is long-recognized as a pioneer in

You manage to continuously evolve in a fairly staid industry. How?
The secret to life is living. All I want to do is take care of my family and be
in the mountains riding singletrack and powder. When I was young I did a
lot of crazy shit to meet girls and get high-fives from badass dudes. I was in
a different town every year until grade four, always the new kid in school,
so I made friends by finding the local crazy and doing something crazier. If
that guy jumped three garbage pails on his bike, I’d jump four, then I was
in. What’s worked for me is risking something to go for it, whether it’s a race
or a short film—if you’re happy with what you’ve done when you cross the
finish line, you’re stoked. —Feet Banks

NEW BOOK: Paul Preuss: Lord of the Abyss, David Smart, Rocky Mountain Books, 2019
This book’s sub-subhead—Life and Death at the Birth of Free-Climbing—attempts to summarize a formative period
immediately post Europe’s Golden Age of Alpinism, when mountaineering, rock-climbing and skiing were changing
public perception of the mountains that had surrounded them forever. Within this milieu, renowned Austrian alpinist
Paul Preuss achieved international recognition both for remarkable solo ascents and eschewing any form of artificial
aid in favour of ethically “pure” alpinism. Preuss’s public presentations filled concert halls across the Alps, and George
Mallory, the English mountaineer who perished on Mount Everest in 1924, said “no one will ever equal Preuss.” Reinhold Messner, first to ascend all fourteen of the world’s 8,000-metre peaks, would eventually build a museum around
Preuss and write two books about him. In 1913, aged 27, Preuss died in a 300-metre fall during an attempted free solo
of the North Ridge of the Mandlkogel, but if not for his bold style and the discussions it launched, modern climbing
may not have developed its ethical, existential core. Was he patriarch or pariah? The argument continues, yet the path
Preuss set, which has wound through climbing for a century, led directly to Alex Honnold’s successful free solo on
Yosemite’s fearsome El Capitan. As such, this book introduces the origin of the notion to a new generation of climbers.
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Haute Terre
OUTDOOR ART AND ARTIFICE

Point de Fusion, 2017.

COURTESY OF DESIRÉE PATTERSON

DESIRÉE PATTERSON
Vancouver, B.C., artist Desirée Patterson’s career launched through photo-documentation of her extensive travels. After witnessing many exhausted environments and situations of deep poverty in some 37
countries, Patterson began creating visual art that brings awareness to environmental issues which threaten
a sustainable future and social justice. Her compositions often combine organic elements and synthetic
imagery to offer insight into the ultimate disconnection between the natural world and the humans who
inhabit it. These bring viewers a personal sense of ecological connection with the hope of promoting action
through individual stewardship. Her work is exhibited in both commercial and public galleries in Los
Angeles, Singapore, London, New York, Hong Kong, and Toronto.
With the intention of generating more awareness of Earth’s current climate crisis, the Point de Fusion
series depicted here employs natural landscapes manipulated to appear to melt into abstraction. Point de
Fusion references the melting point of an object at atmospheric pressure—the moment its physical state
changes and it becomes a liquid. As the landscape begins to thaw, motion is implied in an image that was
once still—a gravitational pull of the viewer’s eye downward and towards an unknown. The series aims
to evoke a sense of awe and wonder, with an underlying current of warning and prophecy. With global
warming accelerating at an alarming rate, the intention is to incite change in consumers, as we must all
rethink our choices in an economy dependent on the use of fossil fuels. // desireepatterson.com
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HULA
You could say that Hawaiian surfer and artist Hula—
aka Sean Yoro—and his Kapu Collective have a thing
for difficult surfaces, having rendered full-colour, larger-than-life paintings on floating icebergs, tide-worn
waterfront walls in New York, tree bark in a rainy
forest, and the bottom of the ocean—always with
eco-friendly paints, of course.
Collectively, the work draws attention to environmental concerns and the plight of the earth, and
the world-renowned Hula is perhaps most famous
for the viral video of his 2017 mural, Huna, created
at Pugsley Slip in the city of Saint John, New Brunswick. Fronting the Bay of Fundy with its world-record
8.5-metre tides, the female form in Huna—a frequent
subject of Yoro’s murals and a stand-in for the idea of
Mother Nature—disappeared and reappeared with
the tide every six hours. After working out the difficult logistics and measurements for this project, Yoro
negotiated the galloping tide changes balanced on
a paddleboard, creating a piece that was in constant
transformation. “It was challenging to adapt to the tide
changes,” says Yoro. “From dangerous rip currents to
water levels rising and falling at an average of a foot
every 15 minutes.”
Yoro and the Kapu Collective plan more iconic
murals for Hawaii, the continental U.S. and Europe.
And it seems they might have also begun to call Saint
John a second home. In August, 2019, Hula began
work on a second Saint John mural at Market Slip.
When it’s complete, the 8.5-metre tall aluminum composite canvas will find a permanent home there alongside the city’s other public art. // kapucollective.com

TOP The a’o’ana iceberg project, 2015. BOTTOM The Huna
project, 2017.
COURTESY OF HULA (SEAN YORO)
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Bucket
List
NEWFOUNDLAND'S VIKING TRAIL

Mountain ranges often have a singular character, such that no two are alike.
It’s a happy constellation of geography, latitude, geology and human history that makes each so different. And, of course, season. Last fall I had
the chance to spend time in hills with which I have a history on skis, but
had never visited outside of winter—the Long Range Mountains of western
Newfoundland, northernmost extension of the ancient Appalachians.
I started where I always have, flying into the utilitarian airport at Deer
Lake, which services Newfoundland’s second-largest city, Corner Brook. In
winter, Deer Lake is as lonely a snow-swept outpost as you can imagine, but
a surprising amount of infrastructure comes to life in summer to service
the not insubstantial tourism north of the city. Spending a few days on
the Great Northern Peninsula—whose spine is formed by the Long Range
Mountains—allowed me to expand my wanderings and learn more of the
area’s past, of which I knew only hints.
For most Canadians, Newfoundland history begins with its entry into
Confederation in 1949, but European fishermen had been haunting its waters for centuries. Indeed, L’Anse aux Meadows, at the remote tip of the
Great Northern Peninsula, is also where the continent’s first European footprints were laid down by itinerant Vikings around 1,000 AD, who built a
small settlement there. This historic foothold is important enough to have
been declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1978. Thus, my explorations would follow the aptly labelled Viking Trail—aka Route 430—running north from Deer Lake to St. Anthony.
I found the most improbable stop on the route before I’d even gone
a kilometre—the Newfoundland Insectarium. Here, Lloyd Hollett, a former government entomologist, has created what many call the province’s
most-loved indoor attraction. The three-story renovated dairy barn seems an
improbable cross between tiny zoo, museum and science centre. In addition
to display cases of perfectly preserved specimens from around the world arranged geographically, there’s live butterflies, an aquatic corner, a two-sided
working beehive, and an extensive exhibit full of busy Central American
leaf-cutter ants. Hollett’s passion for bugs is as apparent as the oddity of its
location, making the whole thing twice as charming.
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Here, on this cold, unheralded strand in a place called Newfoundland,
is where humanity’s two great global migrations first met.

Spectacular Western Brook Pond in Gros Morne National Park.
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Next stop, the sheer cliffs and tabletop mountains of Gros Morne National Park, whose spectacular deformation geology I would also experience
in the surrounding area—along both highway outcrops and seashore hikes
where the rocks looked to have been buckled and bent like putty. Such a display of tectonic forces isn’t surprising given the area’s geologic history, which
goes back 550 million years to the opening of the Iapetus Ocean (precursor
to the Atlantic), a time when molten material from the Earth’s deep mantle
found its way to the surface here, and is now represented by iron-tinged
orange rock.
The weather isn’t cooperating when we arrive, but not even howling
wind and rain can keep us from a must-do visit to postcard Western Brook
Pond, a three-kilometre bog walk terminating at a dock where the Parks
Canada tour boats tie up. It’s a miserable and wet ride atop the deck, albeit spectacular, with soaring 700-metre cliffs lining the sides of this inland
freshwater fjord created when post-glacial isostatic rebound lifted coastal
land and cut the fjord off from the ocean. On the return voyage, wet passengers stuffed inside, Parks staff do what all Newfoundlanders seem to—break
out the spoons and play music to keep us entertained.
North of Gros Morne, the road shadows the North Atlantic, with
sub-Arctic forests of wind-sculpted bonsai spruce and twisted, oddly stunted birch; soon limestone erupts along the white-capped oceanside and we
pull over for a short hike to a unique formation. Between 3.5 billion and
610 million years ago, the only life on earth comprised unicellular organisms, some of which formed large symbiotic colonies. These “Thrombolites”—which resemble giant buns or cushions—aren’t fossils per se, but
rather limestone-like traces of this ancient life. While anything this old is
interesting, when it was once alive the cool-factor soars.
Crossing the peninsula’s interior, the rest of the drive is dominated by
bogs, rocks and ground-hugging vegetation. Road signs featuring moose
and crumpled cars tell yet another cautionary tale from the Anthropocene.

A century ago, non-native moose were introduced from New Brunswick
and fanned out across the island to occupy every corner. Despite an annual
hunt that has become part of the province’s cultural fabric, moose numbers
continue to increase (>100,000—about 10 per cent of the North American
population) and the environmental as well as human costs mount. People
injured in collisions with moose have even sued the government for negligence in failing to control them. We’re happy just to snag a few photos of
these roadside behemoths.
Finally, after 435 lonely kilometres, we reach L’Anse aux Meadows National Historic Site, a windswept expanse of high beach fronted by islands
that were once used as navigational markers by Viking sailors. A tour with
Parks staff divulges the story of the Vikings’ occupation as gleaned from the
historic Norse Sagas: Leif Eriksson had set out from Greenland and found
a “place of rock” identified as Baffin Island; he sailed further to discover the
“the wonder strands,” long beaches along the coast of Labrador, which he
named Markland; geographically, L’Anse aux Meadows adds up to “Vinland,” his next stop. The Norse were here from 1000–1030 AD, an estimated 60-90 people at the height of occupation with domesticated animals and
the first known iron forge in the Americas.
As the sun sets, colour shoots up from the horizon to paint an arch of
cloud stretching across the sky from southwest to northeast. Paralleling both
the Long Range Mountains and the prevailing wind, it points in the direction from whence the Norse arrived. Following its lead, I stare out to sea,
the relentless lapping of waves and rustling grasses delivering me a thought.
Here, on this cold, unheralded strand in a place called Newfoundland, is
where humanity’s two great migrations—east by land across Asia and thence
into North America from Beringia, and west from Europe across the Atlantic
—first met.
The gravity of this realization is so sharp, it’s like being stabbed by the
arrow of time. —Leslie Anthony

Reconstruction of a Norse dwelling at L’Anse aux Meadows National Historic Site.
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Innovate
THE MOUNTAIN LEGACY PROJECT

For over 20 years, the University of Victoria’s
Mountain Legacy Project (MLP) has used repeat photography to explore change in Canada’s
mountain landscapes. Beginning with historical
photos, MLP determines the precise location
from which each was taken, then re-photographs
the image. Historic and modern images are then
aligned and analyzed, the results made available
to scholars, students, government agencies, and
the public at large.
Working with Library and Archives Canada, UVic Libraries, Canadian Mountain Network, and other organizations, MLP researchers
look to understand how and why mountain ecosystems, landscapes, and human communities
change over time. Fortuitously, Canada holds
the world’s largest collection of historic mountain images (~120,000—mostly glass-plate negatives). The earliest, dating to 1861, are from the

Canada/USA Boundary Commission survey,
while the majority derive from mapping efforts
between 1888 and the 1950s. As of 2017, MLP
teams had repeated over 7,000 photos that elucidate landscape-level changes in glaciation, alpine
advancement, vegetation infilling/encroachment, and wildfire effects.
The project’s beginnings trace to University
of Victoria professor Eric Higgs and former
Masters student, Jeanine Rhemtulla, now a professor at the University of British Columbia. In
1996, when both were at the University of Alberta studying forest change in Jasper National
Park, they were at a lookout over the Athabaska
River when Rhemtulla remarked it would be
interesting to see the valley a century ago. This
was repeated in passing to park warden Rod Wallace, who response was that he thought a box of
photos taken by surveyor/cartographer Morri-

ABOVE LEFT Athabasca Glacier from below Wilcox Peak now. ABOVE RIGHT Same glacier in 1917. RIGHT PAGE TOP Mt. Assiniboine and Magog
Lake in 1913. RIGHT PAGE BOTTOM Same glacier in 2018.
A.O. WHEELER
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son Parsons Bridgeland back in 1915 were under someone’s desk. Higgs and Rhemtulla dove
into the 735 mesmerizing images, figured out
where Bridgeland had been standing when he
took them, and re-shot over a hundred of them
in the next few years. The “Bridgeland Repeat
Photography Project” morphed into the “Rocky
Mountain Repeat Photography Project” and begat the MLP.
Mary Sanseverino, a Research Associate
with a computer-science background and one
of four MLP staffers, speaks passionately of every place visited by the project, and happily explained a typical re-creation.
“You do a lot work before even stepping
out the door,” she notes. “For every hour in the
field, you’ll spend three to five hours at the computer—obtaining and preparing digital copies of
historic images, figuring out where they’re taken
from, then curating what you bring back.”
Once the shooting location is determined,
images are grouped into “stations”—e.g., five
shots in different directions may have been taken
from one station. Then 8 1/2 x 11 prints of each
are taken into the field. Using the angle/field of
view and focal length of the camera (based on the
negative size), they can line-up a station to within
a metre of where the original photographer stood.
“If you can re-shoot six in a day that means
you’ve really nailed the stations beforehand and
have a fast helicopter pilot; mostly we get two to
three 3 stations done in a day,” says Sanseverino.
“Then there’s post-production alignment, analysis of changes, and curating. It’s a lot of work,
but rewarding because of the amount of information generated.”
With such a comprehensive set of mountain
photography to draw from, and the obvious effects
of history the recreations depict, the world has
much to learn from the MLP. // mountainlegacy.ca
— Leslie Anthony
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Blue Water
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A remarkable seven-day journey through the land of the Tŝilhqot’in reveals the hand of
deep time, the terror of climate change, and the ongoing impact of colonial struggles.
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At an isolated camp high above British Columbia’s Nemaiah Valley, amidst a scatter of children, a group of Tŝilhqot’in elders
and hunters ring a large fire pit. On its charred rim perch an enamelware coffeepot and well-scorched aluminum tea kettle. In
a nearby kitchen tent, women dredge strips of fresh deer liver in flour and fry it crisp, piling it on plates beside a cauldron of
soup. A ribcage from the same deer is staked by the fire, the remainder of its meat drying on pole racks beside sockeye fillets
draped like pumpkin orange hand-towels.
It could be a vignette from any of hundreds of First Nations harvest camps across the vast interior of B.C., yet this one is
somewhat surreal. Also seated at the fire are celebrated former Tŝilhqot’in chief Roger Williams—who memorably shepherded his
nation through a precedent-setting 2014 Supreme Court of Canada rights-and-title victory—as well as a few Tŝilhqot’in councillors
and invited “guest elders.” Conspicuous among the latter are luminary environmentalist David Suzuki and wife Tara Cullis, longtime supporters of First Nations land rights. Equally formidable is history-book-hero Miles Richardson, a former head of the Haida
Nation who’d helped open a national conversation on Aboriginal rights and title in 1985 during a logging blockade that riveted
the nation. On a misty island called Lyell, to a cluster of rain-soaked police, journalists and television cameras, Richardson had
delivered the rallying cry heard across Canada: “This is Haida land and there’ll be no further logging in this area.”
The rest of our group—a gaggle of ideological descendants of those
heady days—have been invited to accompany our heavyweight companions to this hastily convened council near Teztan Biny (Fish Lake). Having
been graciously granted passage through their territory for a week-long,
multi-river rafting expedition, we embrace the chance to better understand the continued struggles of the Tŝilhqot’in people, and to gain a rare
glimpse into Canadian history unfolding. Veterans of the trenches, Suzuki,
Cullis and Richardson didn’t hesitate to postpone the start of their vaca-

“These are your lands,” says Richardson.
“And what you’re doing—standing up for
them and exerting title—is exactly the
right thing to do.”

tions for a day—they well know there’s no break from the urgent work of
social and environmental justice. And urgent this is.
On August 23, 2018, B.C. Supreme Court upheld a permit authorizing Vancouver-based Taseko Mines to undertake copper
and gold explorations at Teztan Biny, a place of Tŝilhqot’in habitation, sustenance and ceremony for millennia. The action
reversed an injunction obtained by the Tŝilhqot’in after a spiteful outgoing provincial government—on its final day in office in
2017, and amidst wildfires that threatened Tŝilhqot’in communities—issued the permit that allowed Taseko to clear 76 km of
road, drill 122 holes, excavate 367 test pits, mark 20 km of seismic lines, and erect a 50-person workcamp. The horrendous
impact of such activity would disrupt hunting, fishing and cultural activities, but could, absurdly, be pursued under provincial
aegis despite a mine here being twice rejected by a federal review panel and thus, paradoxically, legally unable to proceed.
With Teztan Biny so central to their cultural identity, the Tŝilhqot’in had also designated the surrounding lands as Dasiqox
Tribal Park—where resource extraction or other activities that might damage ecosystems or people was prohibited. With the
mine proposal having twice failed federal environmental review and unlikely to pass new stricter laws, what would be the point
of Taseko desecrating this sacred and pristine place with exploratory drilling? The Tŝilhqot’in point to any number of possibilities—from creating a façade of progress to assuage shareholders, to angling for government compensation, to establishing a
position to sue. Whatever was behind Taseko’s dogged legal maneuvering, the new ruling represented disheartening déjà vu
for the Tŝilhqot’in, who’d fought the mine since 2008.
Given this new imminent threat, the Tŝilhqot’in announced a land-defender gathering a week hence at Teztan Biny. “This
drilling program is an attack on who we are as people. We’d never show this kind of disrespect to others,” said Chief Jimmy
Lulua of the Xeni Gwet’in, one of six Tŝilhqot’in communities, as he welcomed us the previous night in Williams Lake. “We plan
to come together in a peaceful way and gather strength from this special place.”
At Teztan Biny, after songs and food, we settle around the fire. As Williams speaks, Suzuki and Richardson listen intently,
pondering responses to this latest indignity. Richardson, who works internationally with indigenous groups on self-government,
wonders if developing a constitution might help formalize Tŝilhqot’in administrative control over the area. Suzuki agrees, but
cautions that in the interim, no quarter should be given based on precedents like Hydro Quebec’s incremental takeover of Cree
lands during the James Bay project, or B.C.’s problematic open-pen salmon farms; in both cases, once foothold was established
and the number of jobs high enough, government threw First Nations causes to the wind.

PREVIOUS SPREAD Where the blue water of the Chilko River meets the milky flow of the Taseko River. LEFT PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM THE UPPER LEFT) 1. A deer is skinned
at the Teztan Biny resistance camp. 2. Former Tŝilqhot’in Nation chief Roger Williams drums a welcome song at the Teztan Biny. 3. The stunning setting of Teztan Biny (Fish
Lake). 4. Former Haida Nation president Miles Richardson holds forth during the Teztan Biny meeting. 5. A coastal totem gifted to the Tŝilqhot’in stands watch at Teztan Biny.
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All in attendance share the hope that if the Tŝilhqot’in story gets out, Canadians will rally to their cause the way we rallied
to the Haida in 1985; yet there’s worry that the diluting effect of charity fatigue might make that impossible. Novel methods of
bringing attention touch briefly on the not-so-outlandish idea of declaring the area an “Orca Sanctuary.” Although it’s hundreds
of kilometres from the ocean, protecting the salmon breeding in area rivers would de facto protect Southern resident killer
whales that eat them—and whose populations were waning as a result of salmon decline.
As the fireside synod gives way to a ceremony at the edge of the lake, one thing is clear: the Tŝilhqot’in spirit will not be
broken. After fighting this hard for this long, they’re not about to give up. And on that note, Richardson closes the discussion
with words of encouragement and respect: “These are your lands,” he avers,

The mingling flows of the milky Taseko and
preternaturally blue Chilko trace a startling
merger line into the downstream distance.

holding his hands wide. “And what you’re doing—standing up for them and
exerting title—is exactly the right thing to do.”
Teztan Biny proved an extraordinary place, the Tŝilhqot’in justified in every
way to defend it from potential industrial incursion. As we depart, none of us
can comprehend the malice required to gouge out the sacred heart of this ter-

ritory. Thus, before it even begins, our extraordinary raft trip benefits from the connective tissue grown by the day’s experience.
An ambitious project led by Tyler Dinsdale and his Quesnel-based company, Big Canyon Rafting, the expedition dubbed
“Best of B.C.” links four important salmon-bearing rivers—the Taseko, Chilko, Chilcotin and Fraser—across the province’s
central Cariboo-Chilcotin Plateau. Originally planned for 2017, the trip was postponed when a large swath of the route burned
in devastating, drought-fueled wildfires; Dinsdale shut down his day-rafting operation, emplused the company bus to aid firefighting efforts and deliver supplies to Tŝilhqot’in communities isolated by the fires. Then, with the trip rebooted for 2018, the
smouldering ashes of colonialism reignited days before departure in Taseko’s legal appeal taking aim at the territorial heart of
the Tŝilhqot’in; it was imperative to Dinsdale that their struggle be part of our journey.
After our day at Teztan Biny we bunk in at Elkin Creek Guest Ranch in the Nemaiah Valley, a sprawling operation with its
own bush-plane landing strip backdropped by formidable Mt. Tatlow. Xeni Gwet’in tradition has it that Ts’il?os (Tatlow) was
once a man, and showing disrespect by pointing to the mountain would bring bad weather or bad luck. Looking forward to a
now much-anticipated trip, we fastidiously keep our hands in our pockets.
Next morning, after the long process of building and loading four expedition rafts with 14 people aged 35–85, we launch
on the Taseko River, enchanted to be on the move, a fresh breeze in our faces. Wide and mellow to start, the river soon picks
up, its rush echoing off canyon walls as we spend wet, happy hours clocking a shoreline pageant of geologic wonder. Over the
course of hundreds of millions of years, island terranes sailing in from the Pacific to assemble what is now British Columbia
had buckled the land everywhere, inviting its molten undergirding to the surface; now, columnar basalt and pillow lavas from
these ancient flows crisscross the river to send waves boiling in every direction.
Our second day spins similar chthonic tales, an additional paean to wilderness writ in the many prints of bear, deer, moose
and marten limning the water’s edge. All pass as we bump through wave trains and foaming boils that pose little technical
challenge to the guides—until Taseko Falls.
The full Best of B.C. route has only been completed a few times, not often enough to understand the seasonal vagaries
of each watercourse or how key features like Taseko Falls might run at a water level currently 40 per cent below average.
Dinsdale, who always regarded the falls as a question mark amidst the river’s myriad punctuations, confabs with fellow guides
Chris Rhodes, David Prothero and Jake Erickson. Securing the rafts upriver, the boys shimmy down over splash-slicked boulders
to scout the five-metre drop from where it matters most—the bottom.
The regular line wraps right of a massive rock choking the narrow flume, but in the current low-water situation, the left
side has higher volume, so that’s the call. One by one, the rafts navigate the frothing pillow pulsing off the rock, tilting down
an otter-slide chute into a deep hole behind a huge curler, simultaneously trying to avoid a second rock at the exit. Two rafts
tag the rock, and though ours avoids that fate, we still manage a thorough drenching in the hole. Then, unexpectedly, things
get even trickier: Erickson had hoped to eddy our raft out on the river’s far side to pick up photographer Tyler Garnham, who
climbed down the opposite bank for a better angle. But the low water has also thinned the eddy, and we can only manage
to wedge into a rock cleft 50-metres past it. Attempting a rendezvous, Garnham becomes stranded on an intervening face of
crumbling sediment above the cataract. With all the other rafts farther downstream than ours, Dinsdale’s swift calculus for
Garnham’s rescue surprises everyone. Clambering upstream to the base of the falls, he dives into the frigid torrent and swims
hard, protected by his drysuit. Angling across to our raft, he hauls out, scrambles up the cleft, climbs above Garnham, drops
him a rope, belays him in our direction, then, improbably, swims back downriver to his own raft—an eye-popping act of bravery
and professional expertise.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD The big drop: Guide Chris Rhodes maneuvers his raft into Taseko Falls. THIS PAGE Hiking the plateau above Big Creek camp. RIGHT PAGE Clear skies
above camp at the Taseko-Chilko merger. NEXT SPREAD Fire-ravaged Hanceville Canyon on the Chilcotin River offers a portent of the kind of wildfires that will be
increasingly associated with climate change.
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With the suddenness that only river travel can bring, the distant
fire lines of 2017, visible for days on the horizon, descend in a
monochrome of grey ash and blackened trunks.
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Perhaps we shouldn’t be surprised. This one-of-a-kind trip promised recreation, exploration, adventure, and we’ve already experienced plenty. It also promised a chance to glean appreciation for this remote reticulation of mountain, canyon, grassland, forest
and river, the ecosystems they represent, and their importance to the lands’ inhabitants. That evening, Loretta Williams, a Tŝilhqot’in
councillor rafting part of the route, leads a handful of us on a climb to a promontory above camp. It overlooks the junction where
the now-milky Taseko River meets the deep preternaturally blue Chilko River (Tŝilhqot’in actually means “people of the blue water”),
and the mingling flows trace a startling merger line into the downstream distance: while each river maintains its cast on the left
and right for as far as you can see, a third hue marks the combined waters midstream—a metaphor for the future we all seek?
A hundred metres into Day Three we’re officially on the Chilko, considerably less tantrum-prone but still a roller-coaster splashing up while cold rain pours down. Above us, golden and bald eagles compete for rights to patrol the river, tumbling in startling
aerial dogfights with talons fully extended. Closer to the water, banded kingfishers divebomb from snag to snag. A lone grizzly
diligently fishing the river’s edge resembles the brown rocks it huddles among; so engaged is it that three rafts pass before
it notices, and only then when the wind delivers our scent, sending it scrambling up the bank. There will be many more such
vignettes, each playing out like a live episode of Planet Earth from our comfortable seats on the water.
Perhaps even more informative are the episodes played out with each other through the orthodoxy of switching rafts each
day, forsaking the comfortability of couples and long-time friends for new conversational horizons with strangers. As is often the
case with like-minded people, we discover mutual acquaintances and ever-shorter degrees of separation between lives. We get to
know the guides and they get to know us. Conversations follow expected threads—environment, economy, biodiversity, climate
change, communication, books, politics, First Nations rights—but seem both easier and more intimate than they might elsewhere,
supercharged, it seems, by our Teztan Biny immersion and the expanse and detail of the natural world we ghost through.
We thread a narrow chute called “the Gap” before meeting the Chilcotin, which flows in as a shallow, tannin-stained creek.
Despite being dwarfed by the Chilko, the Chilcotin manages to buck the convention of rivercourses retaining the name of the
larger branch at confluences, as its moniker now takes over on the map.
Where a highway rolls off the plateau to briefly shadow the river, we stop to lunch, dry off, and meet Loretta’s ride back
to Williams Lake; having gifted us with singing, knowledge, and enthusiasm for three days, we’re sorry to lose her special spirit
to work commitments—more so as we head into Bull Canyon, site of a foundational Tŝilhqot’in story pivotal to their 2014 landclaims victory. The tale went like this: when word arrived that the Tŝilhqot’in would be attacked by a rival coastal Indigenous
group, they’d surprised the intruders behind a large promontory in Bull Canyon, killing all but one, who carried home an account
of Tŝilhqot’in wile; because the story lives on in the oral traditions of both groups, it was admissible as proof of occupation in
the establishment of title. Features of the land—rocks, trees, mountains, rivers—abound in such stories, a bit-map of existence
coalescing as cultural bedrock for thousands of years before the tides of settlement flowed across it.
As rain yields to broken cloud, huge rock bluffs and caves mark our entry into Tl’etinqox territory. The grassland hugging
us here is, in fact, semi-desert. We get an up-close look after Dinsdale sniffs out a spacious campsite rife with sage and other
succulents, the arid ground heavily mined with prickly pear cactus. Yet the hazard seems fitting when the boys whip up a round
of frosty margaritas with a hand ice-grinder, lime juice and a 40-pounder of tequila. A mild buzz circles camp as we snack on
nachos and a dinner of chicken fajitas to complete the Mexican theme. Food to this point has been universally gourmet-level, but
such is the capacity of rafts—and the ingenuity of guides—that one quickly comes to believe in riverside miracles like margaritas.
The Chilcotin continues as slow-moving channels braiding a wide valley, its shallow edges and vegetated islands abounding
with birds: squadrons of white pelicans peel downriver, flocks of ducks bob in reeds, sandhill cranes strut the bank, and eagles
remain ubiquitous, circling our flotilla expectantly, certain we must be fisherman who’ll leave scraps in our wake.
Then, with a suddenness that only river travel can bring, the distant fire lines of 2017, visible for days on the horizon,
descend in a monochrome of grey ash and blackened trunks—leaning, toppled, charred, incinerated into a disquieting, chaotic
jumble. Up close, the utter devastation overwhelms, and is genuinely mind-boggling when the full area burned during B.C.’s
worst-ever wildfire season—1,216,000 hectares—is considered, and the loss from nature’s larder this represents to First Nations.
But it isn’t only forests, wildlife and people that have been affected: massive amounts of carbon that took thousands of years
to sequester in soil and trees vanished back into the atmosphere in what amounted to a geologic instant to add to earth’s
current climate woes.

RIGHT PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT) 1. White pelicans peel off a sandbar on the Chilcotin River. 2. Tyler Dinsdale pinpoints where he thinks we are… maybe.
3. Chris Rhodes’ hand-caught bull trout. 4. A young grizzly fishing along the Chilko River. 5. Monarch butterfly caterpillar in the grasslands above Big Creek. NEXT SPREAD
On the churning Taseko, Tyler Dinsdale tries to keep from shattering his oar on a rock at the bottom of a hole.
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Over hundreds of millions of years, the many islands sailing in from the Pacific to assemble
British Columbia buckled the land, inviting its molten undergirding to the surface.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Big country: The dry canyonlands surrounding the upper Fraser River. THIS PAGE A First Nations fisher dipnets salmon on the Taseko River. RIGHT PAGE
Two worlds meet in the rivers of the Chilcotin Plateau. NEXT SPREAD Tyler Dinsdale inspects a bat cave in upper Hanceville Canyon.
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And yet the burning has also revealed some of nature’s secrets. A startling geologic phenomenon now sails past: where
molten lava once poured across ancient river sediments—sand, cobble, silt, mud—you can actually see where the heat turned
a layer of sand into glass.
In Hanceville Canyon the river pinches, flowing heavy against towering walls. On a smooth face a metre above the swirling
water hangs a wooden plank from which First Nations fishers, tied at the waist for safety, dipnet salmon. Fish have been caught and
cleaned at this site for generations, as attested by several pits piled high with recent leftovers; finally, our eagle escorts are happy.
After “Goosenecks” rapid the canyon enlarges, and we can see that the mountains towering above us burned to their summits
in intense firestorms that left exploded trees, missing crowns, and ravaged cottonwoods riverside. According to the recent book
Megafire by Michael Kodas, this pattern of incendiary scars offers a picture of the heat, convection and winds created by a new

category of fire whose weather-making and self-perpetuating behaviours can’t be controlled by any known method of suppression.
After a few bends that sweep around long gravel bars, the river disappears with an angry swirl into a tight slot canyon. At
its exit lies Big Creek Ecological Reserve, and where the eponymous watercourse joins the Chilcotin we pull into what proves
to be the nec plus ultra of campsites. In use since the inception of expedition rafting in B.C. in 1972, spacious paths beneath
Douglas-fir reveal a dozen or more buff tent sites; across the river, a sheer rock wall reflects back the river’s soothing white noise.
The area’s mostly open-canopy ponderosa is tinged by fire save for the forested enclave of the campsite, which we’re now agog
to discover was spared by more Dinsdale heroics. Hearing the historic site was under siege after government firefighters fled
a firebreak there, he’d rafted in alone, commandeering the pumps and sprinklers left behind to keep the fire at bay. Dinsdale
felt strongly that the site was special to anyone who’d been there, and is now heartened by the regrowth he sees around it.
It’s also the case that on lengthier raft trips, Big Creek campsite is perfect for a layover. After a long sleep, we straggle into a
late breakfast of perfect eggs Benedict, then fan out on individual pursuits. Some bathe in Big Creek, a few cast for fish at the
confluence, and I join a guide-led hike to a plateau; along the way we see how fire has destroyed centuries-old junipers, but
left some Douglas-fir standing while others were vaporized by root fires, their ashen ghosts lying across the ground like the
chalk outlines of bodies.
The plateau offers an overlook north to the fire-crowned canyonlands we’ve descended, and south to the bluff-rimmed
grasslands we’ll spend our final two days rafting; the landscape’s magnificence and diversity is mesmerizing, made more so by
a glorious September day where thunderheads boil up from mountaintops into a cerulean sky. Only the pelicans heading south
in V-formations high overhead suggest that summer might soon leave the building.
Next day, after descending Big Creek rapid, the scenery quickly shifts: desert formations replace rock; sagebrush, sweetgrass and
cactus stand in for trees, and sand dunes and hoodoos appear. We pull over in Farwell Canyon to lunch and make a long, looping
hike to the base of a towering clay bluff, again with views upstream and down. With the weather cooling and rain threatening,
however, we make camp early short of the Chilcotin’s confluence with the Fraser, adding a couple of easy hours to the next day’s
final float. It proves wise when we awake to a snowline less than 100 metres above camp; the pelicans were right.
Big John Canyon, the Chilcotin’s deepest, delivers a final roller-coaster where salmon school in surging eddies along the
cliff walls. Soon after, the effervescent Chilcotin is swallowed by the silty brown might of the Fraser. Beyond this juncture, the
west side of the river is part of Gang Ranch, once North America’s largest by area, but we see no evidence of any commerce
other than the relentless business of water—erosion, washouts, course changes—before it widens toward our bittersweet pullout at Churn Creek. It’s the case with any long water trip to wish that the new rhythm of life you’ve adopted won’t end, but it
necessarily does, leaving a hunger for the lessons and pleasures—margarita miracles and all—of the next one.
The Best of B.C. was everything we’d expected—a voyage down wild, untamed rivers into the raw beauty of a vibrant land.
And everything we couldn’t anticipate—a moving university of experience with all the comforts of home. Each day brought new
discovery, but also revealed how the journeys
of geologic time, of ecological connection, and
of the Tsilhqot’in combine to bring shape to our

Having grown up in Ladner, B.C., on the edge of

responsibilities to each other—that these lands

the mighty Fraser River, Tyler Garnham comes

of their ancestors are an invitation to occasion-

by his affinity for big water naturally. An early

ally share, but never ours to possess.

job as a rafting photographer inspired him to
get his guiding licence, opening up raft-guiding

Postscript: To the great releif of the Tŝ ilqhot’in,

opportunities around the world—camera in

in early September, 2019, a B.C. provincial court

hand, of course. After travelling for years as a

judge granted a new injunction against Taseko

photojournalist, Tyler Garnham settled back in

Mines, again halting work on the controversial

Ladner with his family. // tylergarnham.com

proposal.
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The morning after I watched Jordan Manley’s latest film, Treeline: A Story

The film began, originally, as a seed for a ski-magazine feature.

Written in Rings, instead of power-walking home from the school bus-

While he was working predominantly as an editorial photographer, Man-

stop, head down, straight back to my desk, I took a detour, cutting into

ley shared the idea of shooting a story about different global tree-skiing

a small patch of trees.

locations with fellow tree-skiing enthusiast, Leah Evans. “It eventually

It was a group of Douglas-fir—the grandfather tree, Srap7ul, in

floated out of my mind,” he recalls, “but Leah held on to it.”

Ucwalmictws, the language of the Lil’wat Nation, meaning “something

When Evans later became a Patagonia athlete, she pitched the

standing upright.” The trees formed a rough circle, so I inserted my-

idea to the company, attaching Manley’s name to it. Seven years after

self into the arc and stood there for a few minutes, thinking about the

it had been released into the air like tree pollen, it drifted down into

things these beings give the world that I wanted to express apprecia-

his lap.

tion for—to formally acknowledge.

In the intervening span he had travelled the world, making
award-winning short films such as The Curve of Time and the landmark

Inciting crazy tree-talkers likely wasn’t what Manley had in mind when

A Skier’s Journey series for Arc’teryx. He’d also suffered a serious con-

he set out to make a film about tree-skiing for Patagonia in December

cussion, and as part of his healing process spent two years wandering

2017. Then again, he did want to provoke action.

the environs of his Vancouver North Shore home, seeking out the im-

“Yes,” admits Manley, “I did have an activist agenda. Absolutely.”

mense trees that had somehow escaped being logged in a 150 year-

It’s an unexpected confession for a film that feels more like a

long gorge-fest that chewed through the native forests in this part of

meditation than a tirade. But then, Manley has always stood out in the

the world, trees that the late Randy Stoltmann first honoured 30-years

adrenalized action sport niche for his thoughtfully composed approach.

prior in his Hiking Guide to the Big Trees of Southwestern British Columbia.
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Plants perceive, receive information,
make decisions, have memories, learn.
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Thrilled by his finds, this same tree-hunting ethos infused Manley’s

“Those big trees have been there for a long time, so you know they

filming of Treeline, which unfolded like a kind a global casting call:

haven’t been in an avalanche path, that they haven’t been damaged. It

a quest to find some of the most arresting trees on the planet—the

felt safe.”

towering red cedars and hemlock of western Canada, America’s ancient
bristlecone and limber pines, and the birch, cypress and montane

The experience seeded a growing sense of obligation to return
the favour—to protect the trees.

beech of Japan. Trees that have something important to share—if only
we could slow down enough to listen.

Thanks to the research of scientists like University of British Columbia

Yuki Miyazaki, who grew up in Japan but was educated in the

ecologist Dr. Suzanne Simard, much of what we’re now coming to un-

United States, was the film’s onsite producer in Japan, where he now

derstand about forests is reconfiguring our appreciation for their rich

runs a boutique powder-guiding business on the northern island of

complexity. While we’re distracted by the height of a forest’s tallest

Hokkaido. Used to chasing powder for clients, he found this wasn’t

trees, by assessing their trunk-widths for the board feet of lumber they

Manley and photographer Garrett Grove’s pre-eminent concern. “We

might yield, or by skiing through the spaces between them, the for-

travelled around central Hokkaido to meet different trees,” Miyazaki

est’s real majesty is invisibly working beneath our feet, communicating

relates. “It felt more like we were going to visit somebody.”

and organizing itself through an underground network of roots, fungi,

Deeply inspired since childhood by the cult Japanese animated

chemical signals and energy transfers.

film My Neighbour Totoro, in which two girls interact with friendly wood

Echoing the animistic and Shintoist perspectives of her cast-

spirits and magical trees, Manley was drawn to Japan less for the cel-

mates, the scientist asserts that trees are not inanimate. In fact, the

ebrated tree-skiing than to probe a spiritual counterpoint to scientific

forest, as a system, is deeply intelligent. In the film, Simard says,

inquiry—the animist beliefs infused throughout Totoro of a natural

“Intelligence is a word we ascribe to humans and animals, and tend to

world that is fully, spiritually alive, along with the Shinto practice of

associate with nervous systems and brains. Plants don’t have nervous

trees being enshrined and prayed to as gods. In Treeline, this thinking

systems or brains like we do, with neurons and axons, but when we

is unpacked in conversations with tree doctor Konami Tsukamoto and

dissect the mycorrhizal network mathematically, it’s the same pattern

Shinto priest Akihiko Tamaki.

as [an animal’s] neural network, evolved for efficiency of communi-

For the film’s British Columbia segments, Evans spent hours

cation—kind of like a brain. When we look at the actual compounds

breaking trail and bushwhacking around Revelstoke and Nelson with

moving through this network, some of them are exactly the same as

a gear-laden Grove and Manley. Instead of just blasting into the alpine

neurotransmitters in our brains.”

as she normally would on a ski-film shoot, they explored the lower for-

Plants perceive, receive information, make decisions, have mem-

ested elevations where she found herself feeling unusually protected.

ories, learn: she makes the case for our kinship with forests, with
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arguments designed for the head-mind but which land deeply in heart-

when they’re in the forest and who feel that they’re in communication

mind, triggering an ancient recognition. Once groundbreaking but now

with those places.”

widely reinforced, Simard’s research has helped establish that trees
indeed communicate with each other. The next line of inquiry would
be to ask: what might they communicate to us?

This central idea of the film is meant to be catching. And it is.
“I used to ski to get powder,” Miyazaki reflects. “So going out
to meet a tree was new to me. When you’re hiking in the mountains,

“It’s kind of a fraught topic,” acknowledges Simard. “From the

you can easily get zoned out—just following the guide and the next

point of view of western science, we interact with the world, but

thing you know you’re at the top ready to ski. But if you start looking

things like the forest don’t interact with us.”

around, you gain an appreciation for the other beings that are there.

While this may be the received view, a whole realm of socio-

It has definitely enriched the way I go through the mountains.”

logical and psychological research has sprouted in support of the

As a fly-fisherman, Manley came to appreciate his quarry, seeing

notion that intact forests do, in fact, contribute to human well-being.

them as a gift. Now he’s also conscious of a deeper upwelling of

The health benefits of “forest bathing”—shinrin-yoku to its Japanese

appreciation when he works with wood. “Every time I kill a fish, I

progenitors—are now well documented: interacting with the forest is

tend to say ‘thank you.’ Not that I think the fish needs to hear that or

good for us bipeds. Perhaps amazingly, this also appears to be a two-

cares. It’s dead. But if we’re thanking an animal or a ‘resource,’ we’re

way street.

appreciating it and, hopefully, willing to take better care of all things

“What is not as known is that trees actually respond to how we’re
interacting with them. People have accepted that trees communicate
and interact with each other—they respond, emit chemicals, send

that are limited.”
Is the message going to be enough? Manley has wondered, even
as the film tracks a million views online.

messages,” says Simard. “But we haven’t gotten to the step of accept-

Evans toured the film for Patagonia through ten cities across

ing that they’re actually responding to us—because then we’d have a

seven countries. Before each showing, she’d scout around the city,

responsibility to pay attention and respect those responses.”

searching out a beautiful local tree to incorporate in her presentation.

That, of course, would mean we don’t clear-cut them. We don’t

As a parting nudge to her audience she’d entreat them to seek out

treat forests like a personal Walmart. We don’t take without asking.

arbours in their own backyard and say hi. “Give them some of your

We don’t take if nature’s answer is no. Though establishing this hy-

attention!” she’d say, in an urging tinged with lament. “I walked so

pothesis is the next step in Simard’s trajectory of inquiry, she’s frankly

many different types of forest in Europe and didn’t seen any of the

gun-shy of the blow-back, and has kept herself busy writing a book. It

same kind of trees we have in British Columbia. We take what we

wasn’t easy being a pariah for the years after she first shared her dis-

have for granted and treat our trees as a commodity. This wildness is

coveries, which is why she appreciated being enfolded into Treeline’s

already gone from Europe, but I had never realized it could soon be

cast alongside author Michael Cohen, paleoecologist Connie Millar,

gone here, too.”

Tsukamoto and Tamaki.

As I followed my own upwelling instinct to stand in circle with the

“I’m very passionate about forests,” she says. “I grew up in

Douglas-fir in my yard and say thanks—I breathe in what you breathe

them. And here we are introducing our children into this very difficult

out, you breathe in what I breathe out—it occurred to me that this sim-

predicted future. There’s going to be tough times ahead. And the crux

ple place is where changing the world, and saving the trees, begins.

is that we need to get people back to realizing that we are all part of

Past the initial burn of outrage. Stepping into loving communion.

the ecosystem. We’re not some superior race, or something different.
We need to get back into the forest, relating to the forest as an equal.
An equal to the trees. An equal to the whale.”
Simard laughs ruefully at her ‘radical’ discoveries. “Everything

Garrett Grove was born in Ventura,
CA in 1982 and spent his subsequent years bouncing between

I’ve discovered [about tree communication] has pretty much been said

Alaska, Washington and British

and known for a long, long time. It’s just that I took these little iso-

Columbia. He gained a MFA in

topes and counters and measured it and published it in a journal and

photography (2017) and his first

suddenly it’s credible. Aboriginal people have been waiting patiently

book, Errors of Possession, is being

for us to get this for years: respect and reciprocate with the tree, and

published in late 2019. Garrett

show it thanks.”

currently lives in Sedro-Woolley, WA

“From the beginning,” notes Manley, “I wanted the forests to feel

and can often be found petting his
dog Yama. // garrettgrove.com

alive, and part of that meant finding characters who feel really alive
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Mama Antonio offers the expedition some some coca leaves to ease the pain of an arduous ascent. THIS PAGE (TOP) Chad Sayers and Ptor Spricenieks enjoying the first alpine section of the
14-day expedition. THIS PAGE (BOTTOM) Ptor lounges in a chosa at the first Kogui villaget; lights of Santa Marta visible in the night sky.
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“Stay quiet and don’t get out of your tent,” José whispers in scarcely dis-

above the sprawling tourism and coffee-growing of the lower flanks. We are

cernable Spanish as he scrambles frantically in pre-dawn light to erase any

about to find out if the Tayrona’s enduring resistance has withstood the test

evidence of our ski equipment.

of time.

Camped peacefully in a narrow canyon above treeline, I can’t imagine
any cause for worry. “Uhh… porque?” I respond sleepily.

“If we have problems, there will be no helicopter coming to our rescue,”

“Arhuaco!” hisses the Kogui tribesman.

affirms Thomas Doyer, owner of Bogota-based De Una Tours. Working co-

The Arhuaco are a neighbouring tribe who may or may not have recently

operatively with indigenous groups, Thomas and his Kogui guide, Edinson

shot a foreigner for gold-panning in their territory. In any event, José asserts

Perez, had negotiated permits for us to travel the territory after much back-

that they’re prone to violencia—a term you don’t want going through your

and-forthing with Kogui spiritual leaders, or mamas. Meanwhile, I had dis-

head first thing in the morning. Normally I’d be thinking of coffee about this

covered through a distinctly different grapevine that another interest group

time, but in this case the effect is doubly invigorating. The same goes for my

was penetrating the Sierra in search of a different sort of gold: birdwatching

tentmates, Ptor Spricenieks and Chad Sayers, who pop up wide-eyed at the

blogs were aflutter over the rediscovery of the Blue-bearded Helmetcrest

prospect of an approaching death squad.

hummingbird in these mountains, a species formerly considered extinct. If

Every exotic expedition has a crucial moment—a point in time that

birders could get up there, so could skiers, and since binoculars are part of

qualifies the entire trip, in which success, failure, or the inability to differ-

my quiver whenever I visit a country with over 20 per cent of the world’s

entiate between the two is defined. In ski-mountaineering, it often comes

avian biodiversity, I’m doubly motivated.

a few metres before or after the summit, yet we’ve already had more than

After much dialogue with Ptor and Thomas, it all comes together in

our share of auspicious alpine encounters—mostly while being hopelessly

Santa Marta on a 35˚C December morning when we depart in a small truck

lost. Nevertheless, both Ptor and Chad, who’ve endured birth, death, wars,

for the Sierra.

and more while skiing, would agree with me that the foundational moment
of this particular trip happened well before the impending Arhuaco ambush;
prior to our departure, in fact—some 500 years ago.
We’re attempting to ski the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, the world’s highest coastal massif, whose peaks rise from ocean to 5,700 metres above
Colombia’s northern edge.
For most of his adult life, skiing here has been a prized objective for
Ptor, more so after an exploratory failed mission in 1999 with long-time
accomplice Troy Jungen and a larger group that was perhaps too unwieldy

Every exotic expedition has a crucial moment—a
point in time that qualifies the entire trip, in which
success, failure, or the inability to differentiate
between the two is defined.

for such a sensitive foray. Though a mere 40 kilometres from the ocean, the
Sierra’s glaciated and fog-enshrouded summits are a world away from the
brochure-worthy white beach and salsa scene in Santa Marta, the Caribbean
port city hugging the mountain’s northern base. Typically inundated with
foreign travelers, Colombian merry-goers, and a few lingering drug-runners,

Strapped to a makeshift roof rack, our skis point in the direction of

these days a steady stream of Venezuelan migrants add to the city’s human

cooler climes. Edinson, cramped beside me in jeans and glued to his cell-

traffic—testimony to this coastline’s perennial volatility.

phone, looks nothing like the Kogui I expected, though he does sport the

The high Sierra, meanwhile, remains little changed over the millennia,

traditional mochila (a knitted pouch also available at the souvenir shop

despite a human occupancy that, in general, bodes poorly for the land. This

beside our hotel). While peeling and slurping ripe mangos on the four-hour

aerie is the exclusive home of the Kogui and Arhuaco, sister tribes inhab-

drive to meet the pack mules, we pry him for tales of Kogui traditions. He, in

iting opposite sides of the massif, each with its own language, beliefs and

turn, is mostly trying to figure out why we have so much stuff, and continues

traditions. Both have avoided international scrutiny save for a couple of

texting for additional porters, most of whom, it appears, live in areas with

BBC documentaries wherein, clad in traditional white gowns and fuelled by

no cell coverage. Arriving at the first Kogui village, we settle into hammocks

coca leaves, Kogui and Arhuaco are depicted traversing steep mountainsides

inside a thatched chosa (hut) and are informed that they’ve slaughtered a

in a tireless quest to protect their lands. Twenty years ago, Ptor and crew

goat for us.

successfully navigated some of this terrain—plus human obstacles that in-

Afforded autonomy by the Colombian government, the Kogui remain a

cluded FARC guerrillas and narco-traffickers (both of which have since moved

mysterious and mystical people. Despite being attuned to modern life (many

on)—but couldn’t obtain permission to ascend high enough to ski. At the

work on coffee farms or have family on the outside), their core tradition

time, neither tribe was keen on interlopers desecrating the life-giving gla-

would surprise the Western beachgoers we’ve left behind. Most of us are

ciers considered common—and sacred—ground. Proud but wary, the Kogui

familiar with the stereotypical action-film montage where, after months of

and Arhuaco still bear the scars of colonialism that all but wiped out their

rigorous training and a monk-like existence, a hero emerges from isolation

ancestors, the great Tayrona civilization.

to wipe out the bad guys. The process of becoming a Kogui mama follows

South America’s oldest colonial city, Santa Marta was established in

a similarly implausible premise. Given up by his mother to live with mamas

1525 by the Spanish who came, saw, then raped and murdered their way into

in a high-country chosa for nine years, a chosen Kogui boy is permitted to

the Sierra in search of Tayrona gold. The Tayrona held their ground on the

interact with external stimuli only at night, and is fed, among other items,

mountain’s upper flanks, as their Kogui and Arhuaco scions do today—far

yucca and large beetles. After this first half of his 18-year training he receives
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LEFT PAGE (TOP) Andean condors hugged the fog-enshrouded granite cliffs hoping for an easy meal. LEFT PAGE (BOTTOM) "The Boys" bask in the heat of burning grass, the only fuel around. ABOVE Chad confronts
mortality on his 40th birthday—nothing heavy, just a wrecked Cessna with a can of shaving cream in American English. NEXT SPREAD Early in the trip, Chad surveys an unnamed ridge above an unnamed lake in
an unnamed valley.

a poporo, a gourd in which to store lima—an alkaline powder of crushed

Given our exclusive and expensive Kogui permit that restricts almost

seashells that activates the coca leaves he’ll chew at all waking hours to

all digital publication, we’re justifiably leery of David’s proposition and, after

provide energy and heightened awareness. Once through adolescence, the

discussion, amicably agree—with handshakes and peace gestures—that he’ll

now-confirmed mama will embark with his coca, poporo and mochila to

go find another party to crash.

patrol the Sierra Nevada, a granite massif considered to be a living organ-

Although it’s impressive watching the overladen crew plod up the trail

ism by the Kogui and referenced in their language as “Heart of the World.”

without breaking a sweat, a hint at the beautiful chaos they will inculcate

Their beliefs dictate that they safeguard this homeland and, by extension,

comes 2,000 vertical metres and 12 hours later when we arrive at our first

the entire planet. Among other transcendent traits, Kogui are rumoured to

camp—without anything to camp with. When the mules carrying this key

be telepathic, though after our first day we can only confirm this: they are

gear don’t show, Ivan sprints down to find them in the dark. Eventually they

formidable hikers.

arrive—along with David.

Four young, rubber-boot-clad Koguis that have signed on as outfitter

A clash of cultures—or, as some put it, collision of worlds—is inevitable

guides now frantically load mules and run between huts. Thomas describes

on such trips. The Kogui have no concept of skiing. They don’t wear Vibram

them as freelance contractors who will help us connect to the main hiking

soles or often, for that matter, any footwear at all. They do, however, under-

route. That’s because we’re actually on a detour forced by a recent hiccup

stand that picking coffee all day is far more mundane than undertaking a

on the standard ascent, wherein two tourists were temporarily accosted by

quest to see snow for the first time and visit their culture’s most sacred site.

several villagers who didn’t agree with the mamas’ newfound tourism strat-

In addition, José’s aspirations for a more permanent guiding gig could mean

egy. Thus apprised, The Boys—as we affectionately label them—are soon

an improved future for his months-old baby boy.

herding our mule train upward toward a relatively untraveled ridgeline. José,

Such are the prospects motivating our crew as we rise above treeline

the leader, is no older than 20, while his 15-year-old brother Vincelau is in

and soak in the views and fresh morning air. Jagged ridgelines drop precip-

charge of las mulas. Assisting are cousins Ivan and Santiago, the latter so

itously to improbable notches that we later find out are actually the easier

freshly recruited that his only equipment is the t-shirt, pants, and boots he’s

way through. But not before a knife-edged ridge puts an end to the mule

wearing. Collectively, The Boys will demonstrate a physical strength equalled

train on Day Two. Telepathically or otherwise, Edinson’s com-lines have come

only by their willpower, and, in Vincelau’s case, sheer stubbornness (an irony

up short in the quest for more porters, so we’re now at a standstill with more

not lost on us given that he’s the mule driver). Also on board is apprentice

bags than we can carry. Formerly excited at the prospect of having a few

mama Antonio, who claims to know the route, and a friend who, bucking the

luxury items carried along on the mules, Chad and I are now embarrassed

tradition of not divulging such things to non-Koguis, goes by his impossi-

at the superfluous cache piling up as we pare down critical schwag into a

ble-to-pronounce indigenous name, Bajelista Mojica. The authenticity of this

single duffle. Meanwhile, our Kogui crew cringes at having to leave behind

crew is high, but so too are tensions when a new and final face emerges

their luxury item—a ratty old plastic tarp. I ditch my book (stable weather

from a trailside chosa. David, a self-described ex-military Instagram influenc-

means there won’t be any down days) and avalanche gear (blue ice is more

er from Medellin, asserts he has permission to join us and document our

likely than unstable snow), but can’t part with my precious binoculars, lest

journey. Que?

the Blue-bearded Helmetcrest appear.
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Although it’s impressive watching the overladen
crew plod up the trail without breaking a sweat,
a hint at the beautiful chaos they will inculcate
comes 12 hours later when we arrive at our first
camp—without anything to camp with.
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Ptor has already targeted the best ski line on Pico Simond,
Santa Marta’s third highest peak. The proposed line is an
impressive flank leading from the summit to a hefty
glacier that tumbles toward basecamp.
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The crew lightens, too: when Bajelista is sent down to search for more
porters, we aren’t surprised to never see him again; Antonio has the flu and
leaves behind some of his lunch. Still overburdened, we embark on the first
of many no-fall sidehill traverses replete with fourth-class scrambling and
vertical moss. Just as I’m in the groove I look back to spot a lone duffle—the
one holding our critical gear—left lying behind in the grass. As darkness sets
in and someone humps back down to retrieve it, there’s a growing feeling
between Thomas and myself that not only daunting terrain, but an organizational dearth threatens any tourism potential on this side of the mountain.
Ptor, ever stoic, is familiar with the high Sierra in an armchair sort of way. He
can’t help us locate a decent campsite (nobody can in the pitch dark), but
he has already targeted the best ski line on Pico Simond, the Santa Marta
range’s third highest peak, still 40 kilometres distant. The proposed line is an
impressive flank leading from the summit to a hefty glacier that tumbles toward the area in which we’ll set a basecamp. Ptor’s research shows the start
of the dry season as best for snow up high, that every day goes from clear
to foggy, and that a network of ancient Tayrona trails—still cairned after all
those centuries—is our best bet for approaching the mountain. But nobody
is left to interpret which part of that network might be correct. Antonio, the
victim of illness and a half-bottle of rum downed after a particularly rough
day, has now bailed, though his heart was never in it. Moss-covered granite
cairns dot the landscape, but oblique ridgelines have the routes they mark
running in all directions—mostly down into jungle-filled valleys. We reach
a breaking point several days in when, for the first (but not last) time we
become completely lost in an all-enveloping fog.
Like a lifeboat surrounded by sharks, desperation has a way of consolidating a group—except for Vincelau, who marches ahead before anyone can
finish articulating a critical No matter what, we must stay together dictum. Then,
when all seems lost, an unlikely hero appears. After a discomforting week of
shadowing us from a distance, David has by mercy been assimilated into the
fold and now, not unlike Gollum offering a juicy fish, coughs up his GPS unit.
Because he didn’t sign on to a guided trip, David is apparently the only
one possessing an actual map. Though the device has only one per cent
battery power remaining, we ascertain which direction to go and, fuelled by
a brief but distant view of Pico Simond, press on—despite the now certain
prospect that we’ll burn through our food rations prematurely.
After several more days of uphill, downhill and sidehill slogging that redefine the term “hill,” we’re in collective tatters. At one point, clambering a
steep, cliffy section (at night, of course) I reach out and find nothing but a
thornbush to grab; thinking it’s a snake, I tumble backward in a tomahawk
flip, stopping only when my skis wedge in another thornbush. One day
we stumble across the wreckage of an ill-fated (presumably Miami-bound)
Cessna that hadn’t made it over the steep mountain col we’re attempting
to crest. And, of course, somewhere along the way, each of us gets sick. At
one point, as Ptor boulder-hops above me, my mind becomes permanently
etched with his too-vivid proclamation that he’s just shit his pants. But I
nearly do the same when a male Helmetcrest dances in a mating display
above some alpine shrubs.
Ten days in we’re theoretically not even halfway done with only three
days’ food remaining, yet nobody wants to give up: José’s white garments
have morphed into brown rags, but his resolve is unwavering; Santiago is
PREVIOUS SPREAD After a gruelling 10-day approach, Chad and Ptor finally touch snow. ABOVE An endemic
frog found only above 4,000 metres. RIGHT PAGE (TOP) A distinct subspecies of the Tyrian Metaltail lives in
the Santa Martas. RIGHT PAGE (BOTTOM) Fortunately, the team encountered this big-ass beetle before they
were hungry enough to eat it. NEXT SPREAD Ptor fulfills a long-term dream on the east flank of Pico Simond.
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freezing cold but warm in spirit; Ivan still hasn’t spoken a word but continues
smiling; and Vincelau, often out front on a route-finding quest, has met his
true calling as a guide and explorer. In his untiring pursuit to cover ground,
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Several hours of gradual plodding brings us to the main
ridge and eventually the pyramidal summit, a difficult
prospect in the icy conditions and rarefied air.
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he in particular seems to channel some kind of inner Tayrona—or it may
simply be a youthful sense of adventure. Like the rest of The Boys, he’s also
more-or-less content to carry more than his quota of our gear.
Sadly for Thomas and Edinson, however, ten more days is time they
can’t afford. With an impending flight to the Amazon for another trip, they
abandon we eight would-be mountaineers to our own devices.
The Arhuaco battalion heralded by José the next morning turns out to be no
more than a father and his two young sons, aged similar to my own; three
nomadic travelers tirelessly commuting over a high-mountain trade route. For
an instant, through the mesh of my tent door, I lock eyes with the youngest
and intuitively know he has never seen a white person before, let alone a
tent or skis. With a fearful look he plods beside his family past José’s campfire without anyone so much as exchanging a word or a glance. During our
final push to basecamp, at the foot of the broken glacier, I can’t shake his
nervous expression. Will he ever touch these snows himself or does another
destiny await? It’s not far-fetched to imagine that he may one day guide
climbers up a distant side of the mountain.
Fresh flakes coat the ground next morning when we awake to climb and
ski Pico Simond. Though Chad, Ptor and I are high on the glacier by sunrise,
The Boys, huddled in a two-person tent for warmth, wake to what must
seem a winter wonderland—a special moment witnessed only by David, who
immortalizes his compatriots in a video clip reminiscent of polar bear cubs
frolicking on snow after first emerging from their den in the spring.
Finally released to our own devices, the rest of the climb is tradecraft
for us. Several hours of gradual plodding brings us to the main ridge and
eventually the pyramidal summit, a difficult prospect in the icy conditions
and rarefied air. While giving both Chad and I a summit hug, Ptor offers a
gentle reminder that the trip is only half done. From the peak we can scan
our distant approach, an ass-kicker we must now reverse on empty stomachs. Under Ptor’s discretion we opt to ski the line of ascent, leaving the
more difficult face untouched. With the upper mountain remaining frozen,
our turns are just on the bearable side but nonetheless better than most
people score in Colombia. Grimace-edged photo-ops segue into an uninterrupted final stretch of corn skiing that actually delivers a few smiles and, for
a few golden minutes, realization that this snowy heart of the Kogui world is
indeed the skier’s El Dorado we’ve been after.
At the bottom, our legs and minds are exhausted, and all we can think
about is the goat meat stashed in a cave three days below us. This alone is
enough incentive for Vincelau and crew to double-time it ahead of us into
yet another lost valley. We follow suit, bone-on-bone now, shouldering packs
and tightening belts all the way down, back up, and down again, to the goat,
and eventually the lowermost Kogui village. Finally, after the requisite hugs
and farewells to our guides, we claw our way down to the same beach where
the adventure began—and buy souvenir mochilas to prove it.

Nelson-based explorer, biologist, writer
and photographer Steve Ogle is Mountain
Life Annual’s most prolific freelance contributor, starting with the cover of issue
one. Not only does he get around, but he
keeps adventurous company. Left to right:
pro-skier and traveller Chad Sayers, Ogle,
and Planetary Snow Bohemian and philosopher Ptor Spricenieks. // steveogle.ca
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In a tiny village high in the Arctic, a young boy was raised by his grandmother. Because they
were poor, the boy was bullied by other children, often returning home with new holes in his
already tattered clothes. Tired of the boy’s unending struggle, the grandmother transformed
him into a seal, instructing that he lure his tormentors out to sea. The village boys were soon
chasing the seal-boy in kayaks, harpoons at the ready. But once well offshore, seal-boy called
up a great wind that swamped the kayaks, killing all but one of his pursuers. The lone survivor was Kiviuq, who had never actually teased the poor boy and possessed supernatural
strength and a compassion for others and the natural world. Struggling against the fierce
wind, Kiviuq was instead blown to distant lands where he embarked on great adventures,
taking many forms; to this day he wanders eternally over land and sea.
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The

Spirit of

Kiviuq

Tracking the restless soul of the howling Arctic.
words and photos :: Ben Haggar
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The legend of Kiviuq is one of the few stories shared throughout the circum-

sorts (perfunctorily dubbed the Arctic Circle route) was scratched into the

polar Arctic, transcending cultures and geography. I first heard the tale from

landscape by reindeer hooves, and I hoped it would yield some beautiful

a female elder in Pond Inlet on the north coast of Baffin Island while working

singletrack. As an added bonus, a few snowmobile shacks in various states

as a polar bear guide aboard a small ship traversing the Northwest Passage.

of disrepair and haphazardly strung along the route offered a modicum of

As the symbol of adventure in Inuit culture, it’s believed that the spirit of

dilapidated security as a hedge against the inevitability of poor weather.

Kiviuq inhabits all nomads of the tundra, whether they travel by dog team,
kayak, foot, or what I hoped to accomplish—by bicycle.

In September 2017, after a month of guiding and being surrounded by
people 24/7, I found myself at the end of a dusty road outside Kangerlus-

I had always wanted to experience the far reaches of the Arctic, and

suaq, a mountain bike my lone companion. To keep the steel hardtail nimble

despite covering a large area by ship, ultimately felt confined by the short

on technical terrain, I packed as light as possible. Minimal food, an ultralight

day-excursions that didn’t allow for exploring distant mountain passes and

sleeping bag, air mattress, tent, and far too much camera gear stuffed in

listening to the wind blow through dwarf birch and stunted crowberry bush-

a backpack made up the bulk of the weight, keeping me uncomfortably

es—the kind of connection I sought. As another Arctic guiding contract land-

hunched over in the saddle. A few extra layers for sub-zero evenings hung

ed on my calendar, the stage was set to write my own chapter in the story

from my saddle in a waterproof bag; navigation, first aid, and snacks resided

of Kiviuq.

in a handlebar bag; and tools and spare tubes strapped to the bike rounded

My version would be a 200-kilometre point-to-point backcountry bike

out the kit I envisioned being sufficient enough for 5–6 days.

traverse along the Arctic Circle over one of the few ice-free sections of

Almost instantly, the excitement that had been steadily building—al-

western Greenland. Sparsely vegetated tundra, scoured gneiss rock slabs,

most to the point of bursting—was replaced by severe loneliness. I expected

enormous lakes, and seemingly endless sphagnum bogs stretched between

the emptiness of barren gravel to be a welcome reprieve, but the shift was

the coastal town of Sisimiut and my starting point, Kangerlussuaq, at the

too sudden, too drastic, too complete. Already, I longed for a companion to

head of Greenland’s longest fjord. To make things slightly easier, a trail of

share the experience of travelling through the Greenlandic backcountry.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD In Greenland, an unfathomable land meets the unfathomable sea. LEFT PAGE Birds or restless spirits? THIS PAGE (TOP) Waiting, waiting. THIS PAGE (BOTTOM) Riding, riding.
NEXT SPREAD There’s an old aphorism: Iceland is green, and Greenland is icy. But it seems that Greenland can also be golden.
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As the symbol of adventure in Inuit culture, it’s
believed that the spirit of Kiviuq inhabits all
nomads of the tundra, however they travel.
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Five days in I was down to half-rations of already insufficient
food stores. Cold, hungry, and bored, I stared out the window
at frozen streams crisscrossing like icy spiderwebs.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Another storm leaves its messy calling card. THIS PAGE That moment when you realize that, yes, it would be good to be able to change into a caribou.. RIGHT PAGE When you hope the
smell of chain lube deters polar bears. NEXT SPREAD When the iconography of the land meets the iconography of civilization.
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My anxiety increased as I checked the weather. In three-days’ time, the

Picking my way down a rocky ridge line, a dull, unfamiliar sound rose from

forecast had a large storm striking the area with unseasonable fury, possibly

behind. Only a few metres away, three large bulls galloped over the adjacent

obliterating whatever trail did exist with rain and snow. Struggling to conjure

ridge. As they drew parallel, I made uneasy eye contact, but there wasn’t

any enthusiasm, I took my first pedal strokes towards the Greenland Icecap.

a hint of fear or aggression in these animals. I let off the brakes and shot

Doubt swirled around me like the dust clouds kicked up by the constant

forward, the bulls running by my side all the way to the valley. Did they sud-

wind. Everything seemed cold and uninviting. Even the low shrubs responsi-

denly see me as one of their own? Had I unknowingly shape-shifted, if only

ble for the only colour on the barren landscape were sharp, brittle, and oddly

for a few minutes?

intimidating. A few days earlier, a polar bear was spotted along the fjord I
now pedaled beside.

Though progress was slow, tedious, frequently awkward, and sometimes
painful, all forward movement felt good. I measured it in riding/hiking ratios:

In the north, seasonal opposites of perpetual day or night blend the per-

a really good day would be a 70/30 mix, a bad day far below this. Neverthe-

ceived real and spiritual worlds into a single dreamlike state. The Inuit believe

less, I enjoyed the shifts in physical movement; hiking was a reprieve from

in Ijiraq—a form of shapeshifting in which a traveller can transform them-

the pressing load on my back, while the added boost of speed on descents

selves into a more appropriate entity like a raven, reindeer, or polar bear,

was a definite mood enhancer. Though I’d originally planned on making

ditching the clumsy and inefficient human form. Such an ability would have

40–50 km per day, stretches of bushwhacking, talus, and bogs allowed for

been especially helpful while tilting into the wind perched atop a bicycle.

only half that, despite 10–12 hour days.

My second day offered a different leitmotif. I’d made little headway

Pushing the bike came with its own set of challenges. The knee-high

since leaving the gravel the previous day, the trail now frozen into an icy

tundra brush fought against me with determined vengeance. Stout, rigid

snake bisecting two lumpy mountains at the head of a wide valley. Eventual-

branches grabbed at spokes, chain rings and derailleurs; pedals scratched at

ly cresting the pass between them, I emerged from cold shadow to an expan-

exposed calves like an impatiently trailing wolverine. Avoidance techniques

sive view that included a small herd of reindeer grazing in bright sunshine.

evolved and devolved depending on the situation.

Nibbling lichen and short grasses, they eyed me with caution, maintaining a

Bogs were another beast entirely. Days spent staring into endless

comfortable distance. After appreciating the serene beauty of the scene for

sphagnum tested my already strained sanity. Every low-lying area bred thick,

a few minutes, I lowered my seat and dropped eagerly into a long descent.

wet, mounds of spongy moss that could stretch for kilometres. It was impos-

Where I expected the emptiness of barren
gravel to be a welcome reprieve, the shift was
too sudden, too drastic, too complete. Already,
I longed for a companion.
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The knee-high tundra brush fought me with determined vengeance. Branches grabbed at spokes, chain
rings and derailleurs; pedals scratched at exposed calves like an impatiently trailing wolverine.

sible to tell if any one step would end in firm footing and a sigh of relief, or

loneliest place I’d ever been—both inside and out. With a partner for com-

a soggy demise. After a few hours of swamp-foot two-step, a plunge into icy

miseration, this situation would only have been laughable, but all I could

water was inevitable—like playing Russian roulette with semi-dry feet.

register were dull, lifeless hills encasing me in harsh wilderness. I realized

Still stressed over the impending storm brewing over the North Atlantic,

I was experiencing the emotional highs and lows that go along with any

I needed to spend every daylight hour moving, and so quickly came to terms

meaningful and worthwhile relationship. I raised my sodden form and made

with whatever the Arctic might throw at me. I befriended the constant winds

my way through the wetland towards the next modest hut.

and embraced the tundra’s subtle gifts of autumn colour—the red and orange hues of dwarf birch, Scotch heather, and blueberry. Cotton tufts floated

Forcing open the top half of the Dutch door on my eighth and final morning, a

off the yellow leaves of miniature willows like a warm, gentle snow. I rode

thick sheet of rime peeled off to crash onto the wooden steps. Another storm

like a giant through the canopy of this pint-sized, old-growth forest.

had deposited 10 centimetres of wet snow in long ridges and deep drifts.

Depth of experience, I knew, was gained through hardship, a mantra

Cooking my last packet of oatmeal, I donned every stitch of clothing I had

hard to inculcate with aching and peeling feet. But if this was how I was

and waterproofed my feet with used Ziploc bags. I packed quickly, cleaned

meant to connect with the barren and unforgiving landscape, I was achieving

the snow off my bike, and began picking my way along vague remnants of

my goal in spades.

trail, the subtle features of the tundra obliterated by the sticky mass of snow.

Shivering in my inadequate sleeping bag awaiting dawn on the fourth day,

driven by high winds. Exhilarated by the intense weather I cinched my hood,

the wind whipped intermittent raindrops at my equally inadequate ultralight

alive with purpose again, my goal in sight and the will to keep going. Blowing

one-person tent. Lenticular clouds encircled the surrounding peaks in long,

in sideways from the sea, the rain came in sheets. Sliding, slipping, and skid-

ominous streaks as I hurriedly packed my gear and hit the trail.

ding down the final pass, the unpredictability of the descent brought a huge

The sky was fearsome—black streaks rippling between grey cotton balls

The storm descended with unnerving violence. There was a hut marked

smile that lasted the few hours until my tires hit gravel and, finally, pavement.

on the edge of my map, so I raced towards shelter against the wind and rain.

Greenland had sunk its icy teeth into me, yet now that it was over I sadis-

Though little more than a glorified garden shed, I was happy to have those

tically wanted more. I wondered if Kiviuq felt this way whenever he returned

humble walls between myself and a gale that would have surely torn my tent

to his original home—preferring to just walk on by, forever seeking adventure.

to shreds. I hung my saturated gear and tucked in for an early night. The fact

The smooth feeling beneath my tires was as alien as the colourful build-

that I was only two-thirds of the way to my destination when I expected to

ings and strange faces now surrounding me. There were stolen glances in

be nearly finished kept me awake that night as much as the beating rain.

my direction, but no one made eye contact. Never had someone arrived from

Next morning, the storm still raged. Pinned down in my tiny enclave,
there would be no going out this day. I cinched my sleeping bag under my
armpits and boiled a tea bag for the third time; five days in and I was down

this direction on a bicycle before. No one knew who this strange traveler
could be.
Did they wonder if, as I fleetingly imagined, I was Kiviuq?

to half-rations of already insufficient food stores. Cold, hungry, and bored,
I stared out the window at frozen streams crisscrossing the land like icy
spiderwebs, the steel cables holding the roof groaning against wind that
gusted over 100 kph. My journal was my only solace as the storm raged for
two straight days.
I awoke in the cold blue glow of pre-dawn. Trying to cling to the warmth

Ben Haggar is a freelance
editorial and commercial
photographer and writer
specializing in thoughtful

of my sleeping bag for as long as possible eventually made me antsy, so I

content with an environ-

resorted to packing and pacing, not wanting to leave the safety of the hut

mental twist. When not

too early. With the day’s first task being the crossing of a frigid river now

mountain biking or surfing

raging hard with precipitation, I waited for the sun.

at home in British Colum-

The stream crossing wasn’t as bad as expected, but after bog-bashing
for three hours afterward, I collapsed in a heap in the middle of yet another
quagmire. Pulling my limp form onto the highest point of moss, I dropped
my head into my hands; mentally and physically drained, this felt like the
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bia, he works as a Polar
Guide in Antarctica and the
Arctic. // benhaggar.com
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Inspired to overcome limited freedom and poverty during
the dark days of the Cold War, Polish climbers launched an
unprecedented assault on the Himalaya. Despite the
distance and danger, escaping the drab system and
desperate circumstances of home was key to a
series of spectacular winter ascents that
changed the alpine world forever.

Tadeusz Piotrowski and Voytek Kurtyka wait in Camp 3 at 7300 m for the weather to improve during the Polish 1974/75 expedition to Lhotse.
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POLISH
SYNDROME
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Isn’t a person who can live on nothing much stronger?
—Voytek Kurtyka

As early as the 19th century, Polish climbers had
achieved great success on the major peaks of
Europe. But only much later, in the 1980s, would
this country’s fearless alpinists redraw the alpine
world map. In the Himalaya, Alps, and Andes
they would appear at the bottom of the toughest
climbs, bearded and quiet, in the worst conceivable weather, ready to strike the climbing world
with awe. Thus was my own experience on the
Norwegian peak Romsdalshorn.
On a summer day in the mid-1980s, a partner and I were only a couple of rope lengths into
the climb when we smelled the sweet scent of
tobacco. Gravel fell from above, and we realised
there was another team ahead. Clambering onto a
ledge, I met several pairs of dark, searching eyes.

LEFT PAGE During the 1970s, Polish climbers like Kurtyka—seen here on Changabang—made an impression in the Himalaya. ABOVE …and
had fun doing it. A slightly thinner Changabang team after having climbed the South Face: Kurtyka, John Porter, Alex MacIntyre, Krzystof
Zurek and basecamp doctor Lech Korniszewski.
VOYTEK KURTYKA COLLECTION.

“I am Polish,” hissed the closest, presenting
his broad, dirty paw.

the 1980s, American, British, Italian and French

hours before rushing back down to base camp in

He took a deep drag on a hand-rolled cig-

climbers dominated climbing magazines with their

only six hours.

arette, exhaling through hairy nostrils. His face

braggadocio and sentimental prose, lulling them-

The Polish climbing miracle wasn’t solely a

had a sickly pallor that I prejudicially connect-

selves into the belief that Western climbers owned

response to government oppression. More expla-

ed with coal mines, communist suppression and

alpinism’s leading edge. But when the formidable

nation can be found in the country’s south, in

food of low nutritive value. Yet he was strong;

Himalayan winter descended, and the Western

the town of Katowic and surrounding Tatra Moun-

neck muscles reached sideways to his shoulders,

loudmouths fled, the Poles struck. Over the course

tains. Here, a flourishing climbing culture had

and beneath the pale skin of heavy arms blood

of eight seasons, they rocked the alpine world

sprung up, aided by the many dramatic peaks

vessels curled like thick, overfed worms.

with a number of spectacular winter ascents: In

with difficult routes and sleepy communist enter-

February 1980, Krzysztof Wielicki and Leszek Cichy

prises where bosses didn’t care if adrenalin-seek-

conquered Mount Everest; Manaslu fell in January

ing employees snuck off to the rocks.

He

fingered

my

shiny

new

wedges.

“Humph—expensive,” he commented.
His tone had a hint of envy, and no wonder:

1984 to Maciej Baebeka and Ryszard Gajewski;

Swedish alpinists Micael Sundberg and Per

from his own harness hung home-made wedges

1985 saw two major achievements—Dhaulagiri in

Malmsten, along with Norwegian Torbjörn Enev-

fashioned from rope and rusted metal.

January, by Andrej Czok and the legendary Jerzy

old, made friends with several Polish climbers

“From auto scrapyard,” he said proudly of a

Kukuczka, and Cho Oyo conquered by Baebeka

during expeditions to the Himalayas. At the end

harness made of seatbelts, wedges culled from

and Maciej Pawlikowski in February; the summit

of the 1980s, they were invited to the lion’s

cogwheels, and nuts lifted from propeller shafts

of Kangchenjunga was claimed in January 1986 by

den—the Alpinist Club in Katowic.

and wheel bearings.

Krzysztof Wielicki and Kukuczka (during the as-

During their visit they explored routes reg-

The Poles, still smoking, left us to climb up a

cent, Czok—who by this point had climbed Ev-

ularly negotiated by celebrities like Kurtyka,

new, tricky section with only questions to attest to

erest, Lhotse, Makalu and Dhaulagiri—perished);

Kukuczka and Tadeuz Pietrowski. Along with

the meeting: Why so harsh, so uncompromising?

Kukuczka and Artur Haizer summited Annapurna in

Janusj Nabradalic they tackled the dreaded

February 1987; Krzysztof Wielicki drove his ice axe

Kasaniska Wall, a brutally steep, broken, over-

into the top of Lhotse on New Year’s Eve, 1988.

hung north face. After several rope lengths, the

In an early 1990s article, the visionary Polish
climber Voytek Kurtyka explained what he called

For an astonishing 17 years these remained

team faced the crux: a loose, out-leaning pillar

the only 8,000-metre peaks climbed during the

that finished with a couple of equally loose over-

“Despite poverty and limited freedom, climb-

hellish Himalayan winter, every one a first as-

hangs. At this point, the Scandinavians’ mental

ers were overtaken by a tremendous inspiration

cent. When the winter assault resumed in 2005

state had been badly affected by rockslides and

to overcome all barriers. The Himalaya offered an

with the January ascent of Shisha Pangma, it was

rope falls of 10–15 metres. Nabradalic danced up

exciting escape from the drab system and grey

Piotr Morawski with Italian Simone Moro working

onto the pillar. Without an intermediate belay for

stability of [home], and a rare opportunity for cre-

under Jan Szulc’s Polish expedition banner.

protection, he gazed down at the others some

The Polish Syndrome.

ative communication with the outside world.”

Not that the Poles were idle during sum-

10 metres below, looked up to the overhang,

It took a few years before that world re-

mer. In May 1984, for example, Krzysztof Wielicki

fingered a small, slightly off-camber wedge and

alised what was happening in the Himalaya. In

climbed 8,047-metre Broad Peak in a mere 17

declared: “Kukuczka made this. Bad protection—
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TOP Homemade gear and clothing were a signature of Polish climbing; Andrzej Heinrich, Jan Stryczynski, and Ryszard Szafirski on the summit of Kunyang Chhish, August, 1971.
The Lhotse 1974/75 team gathers in Warsaw. Expedition leader Andrzej Zawada is front left, with Kurtyka, looking seriously concerned, third from right.
J. BARCZ
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RYSZARD SZAFIRSKI. BOTTOM

TOP New routes were also part of the game, such as the East Ridge of K2 in 1976. Kurtyka broke through the cornice between the two climbers while fixing rope the previous day.
BOTTOM Jerzy “Jurek” Kukuczka negotiates with Straz Graniczna (border patrol) at the Polish-Slovakian frontier in the Tatras Mountains.
CELINA KUKUCZKA

VOYTEK KURTYKA COLLECTION.
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ART OF FREEDOM

very dangerous!” Then, blowing a dramatic kiss

at the overhang, he swung himself up the crux
and disappeared.
Later that night, Nabradalic and his guests
shared Himalayan experiences by the campfire. During the conversation, it became clear
Nabradalic had lost many friends in the great
massif. He tried to summarize his reality in broken English: “This year some of my friends are
very lucky—still alive!”
What he didn’t know at the time was that
close friend and hero Jerzy Kukuczka had only
weeks to live. Last contact from Kukuczka came
only days later when Micael, Per and Torbjörn
stayed with Janusz Majer, chairman of the Polish
alpinist club. The telephone had rang late one
night. On a crackling line, Kukuczka reported his
plan to climb Lhotse’s south wall. Majer offered
advice that, as always, wouldn’t be followed,
then wished him luck.

When Bernadette McDonald’s Art of Freedom: The Life and Climbs of
Voytek Kurtyka won the 2017 Banff Mountain Book Award for Non-Fiction

Mountain Literature, and was shortlisted for the 2017 Boardman Tasker
Prize for Mountain Literature, it was hardly a surprise. First, McDonald has been similarly honoured before, emerging as one of Canada’s
sharpest chroniclers of climbing history and culture. Not only is her
literary non-fiction rendered with great élan, but also consummate understanding, as if she intimately knows each climber she shines a light
on—testament to her meticulous research and laser insight. Thus, no
one was better equipped to write a biography of perhaps the world’s
most reclusive but remarkable climber, a fact that even the fiercely furtive, famously cerebral, notoriously interview-shy Kurtyka accepted in
entrusting McDonald to lay bare his life.
In capturing Kurtyka’s history, significant successes, occasional failures, complicated relationships and unbridled joys, McDonald crafted a
masterpiece biography of a little-understood but visionary climber who,
as one reviewer notes, “tackled his ascents with an ascetic, intellectual
minimalism that resulted in pure, unadulterated alpinism.”
Engaging as this book is, it’s but one of several windows into a
rarified world that McDonald has managed to make herself expert in:
the cadre of Polish climbers who changed the world of alpine climbing
between the late 1970s and the early 1990s. Her previous book, 2011’s
Freedom Climbers—the most honoured piece of mountaineering litera-

ture ever published in Canada—chronicles those extraordinary adventurers who emerged from behind the Iron Curtain to become the world’s
leading Himalayan climbers. Though they occupied “a dreary, war-ravaged landscape, with seemingly no hope of creating a meaningful life,
these curious, motivated and skilled mountaineers created their own
free-market economy under the very noses of their Communist bosses
and climbed their way to liberation.”
Art of Freedom continues McDonald’s tradition of investigative brilliance.
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If you ask non-climbers whom they consider the
greatest Himalayan climber, the answer is often
Reinhold Messner. If you ask a climber the same
question, they’ll likely say Jerzy Kukuczka.

“Jurek was the greatest psychological rhinoceros I ever
met, unequalled in his ability to suffer and lack of fear.”

Both conquered the Crown of the Himalaya—all 14 of the range’s 8,000-metre peaks.
Though Messner was first, Kukuczka was faster,
accomplishing the feat in just over eight years,
from 1978–1987, 11 of those on new routes, four
as winter first-ascents, one—Makalu—solo, and
all save Everest without oxygen. Messner was
well off, and continues to make good money on
books, films and lectures. Kukuczka, meanwhile,
was a poor, anonymous figure who struggled and
suffered in quiet, ascending only difficult new
routes, often in alpine style during winter.
Jerzy “Jurek” Kukuczka was born in 1948 in
Skoczow. As a young man he trained as an electrician and found employment in the labour-intensive coal industry. In 1965 he moved to the
Tatras where, over two years, he climbed all

existing routes and pioneered a number of his

and his lack of fear… Characters like that, when

own. After completing military service, he was

they meet an obstacle, strike against it until they

back in the Tatras in 1970 training for longer,

either crush it or break their necks. Recognising

more difficult climbs. His eventual success in

these twin beasts inhabiting Kukuczka goes a

the Himalaya saw him elected 1987’s Man of the

long way towards explaining his splendid suc-

Year in Poland. In 1988 he was awarded an hon-

cess—and ultimately death.”

orary silver medal at the Winter Olympic Games
in Calgary.

The accident occurred on 24 October 1989.
After an extremely difficult climb up Lhotse’s south

Embarrassed by the praise, Kukuczka stated

wall, Kukuczka stood below the summit. He strug-

that the real reasons for his success should be

gled up to a difficult crux and boldly went for it,

sought in the mountains, which he felt were kind

despite the fact it would put him past the climbers’

to him. Truth, however, holds another explanation.

point of no return. The moment of triumph was

Voytek Kurtyka summarised Kukuczka’s attitude:

near when Kukuczka lost his footing. In the ensu-

“Jurek was the greatest psychological rhinocer-

ing fall the rope snapped and he tumbled into the

os I ever met, unequalled in his ability to suffer

abyss. His friends buried him in a crevasse.

LEFT Approach march to K2.
KRZYSZTOF WIELICKI. BELOW Kukuczka on the summit of Manaslu.
ARTUR HAJZER. NEXT SPREAD (CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT) The faces of Polish Climbing.
(CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT) 1. Wanda Rutkiewic.
WANDA RUTKIEWICZ COLLECTION. 2. Jerzy Kukuczka.
MAREK PRONOBIS. 3. Krzys Wielicki.
BOGDAN JANKOWSKI. 4. Voytek Kurtyka.
BOGDAN JANKOWSKI
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Once through the pass, Kukuczka rappelled

others taking on? Himalayan climbing has been

over a precipice then ran down to a Nepalese

compared to running naked through an Arctic

village. From there, it was a seven-day hike to

blizzard while breathing through a straw.

the town of Pokhara; Kukuczka hired a porter

The straw metaphor aptly captures the

and ran him to Pokhara in three. From there, a

harsh reality of low oxygen exacerbated by the

bus to Kathmandu, airplane to Lukla, and three

hurricane-force winds common during winter;

days of turbo-trekking got him to Cho Oyo base

you’re not naked, of course, but often feel so

camp where he joined Zygmunt Heinrich. There

when an impaired general state exposes your

were others on the mountain and so, true to

weak spots to relentless storms, temperatures

form, Kukuczka chose a more difficult route—the

as low as –50°C, and an omnipresent wind that

South-East Pillar. After fighting his way through

penetrates Gore-Tex, down, fleece and base lay-

uncountable blizzards and enormous amounts of

ers to slowly but surely freeze you to the bone.

snow, Kukuczka summitted on 15 February.

They hacked their way up with ice axes and

Three days before, countrymen Baebeka and

crampons, constantly dizzy, always thirsty, often

Pawlikowski completed the first winter ascent of

sick, in poor visibility, empty space below, ava-

this peak, but Kukuczka still made history: no

lanches unleashing relentlessly from above. They

one had previously climbed two 8,000-metre

battled on in spite of a fatigue bordering on un-

peaks in a single season, let alone winter—and

consciousness because if they stopped the cold

in an almost unbeatable 24 days.

might deliver a fatal blow.

opportunity for creative communication with the outside world.

all barriers. The Himalaya offered an exciting escape from the drab system and grey stability of home—a rare

Despite poverty and limited freedom, Polish climbers were overtaken by a tremendous inspiration to overcome

What sort of environment were Kukuczka and the

It was in such a milieu that Kukuczka regis-

Polish climbers may have been stretching the

tered his most daring and remarkable feat. During

human limits of success, but they were also un-

December and January 1985, he and Andrej Czok

der pressure from a State that would only allo-

were on Dhaulagiri, making the first winter ascent

cate funds to grand projects that might bring it

via the normal route—in reality one of the most

favourable PR. Bureaucracy was heavy and the

demanding itineraries in the Himalaya. That win-

process unpredictable; after civil servants scru-

ter, frigid air from Central Asia blew in with gale

tinized plans, the government might grant any-

force, stirring an astonishing amount of cloud

where from U.S. $100,000 to a mere $2,000. This

to produce vast amounts of snow. The climbing

meant expedition costs were often inflated for

was extremely difficult and Kukuczka frequently

the sake of support.

admitted he felt hopeless. Then, on 21 January,

It was also difficult for Polish expeditions

the men reached the summit. Both were in poor

to find sponsors. While climbers from capitalist

shape as they began the descent, becoming sep-

countries could point to several minutes of com-

arated as they staggered towards Camp 3. Czok

mercial TV and articles in climbing magazines,

continued on to Camp 2, while Kukuczka, without

Poles had only their previous feats and quiet de-

equipment, stopped and dug a hole in the snow.

termination to offer.

Crouching in the wind, he passed the night in a

The solution was to work to finance ex-

trance, focusing on survival, not giving in to the

peditions, and these jobs were in the West. Be-

hunger, cold or fatigue. Perhaps he also thought

cause the funds needed were substantial, Polish

about his newborn son, Voytek, back in Poland.

climbing clubs became de facto job centres; when

Miraculously, Kukuczka survived and contin-

climbers weren’t in the Himalaya, they were doing

ued to Camp 2 next day, where he found Czok

high-altitude work in Western Europe. The money

suffering from frostbitten feet and the two slowly

piled up in an expedition fund until the time of

made their way back to base camp.

departure. Between expeditions and high-altitude

At this point, Kukuczka could have returned

jobs, climbers lived on nominal salaries from safe,

to Poland and spent a few months as a hero. In-

permanent employment in local companies. But

stead, he looked to the opposite side of the coun-

they were paid in zloty whose value was only

try where colleagues were climbing 8,201-metre

marginally higher than toilet paper.

Cho Oyo. Getting there, however, would be pro-

Another means of financing was smuggling.

hibitively lengthy unless he could find a shortcut.

Climbers would transport cheap Polish crystal,

Kukuczka analysed his map and deemed the de-

cameras and whiskey to the Himalaya by truck,

manding French Pass around Annapurna possible.

where they sold for a good profit in the ba-

Shouldering his backpack, he ascended toward it

zaars. For the return drive, lorries were loaded

for two days. There was a lot of fresh snow and

with cheap goods from the Orient: sheep skins

the climbing was more like swimming.

from Kabul, silk from New Delhi, and the Istanbul
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TOP Kukuczka, Zyga Heinrich and Slawomir Lobodzinski approach the summit of Nanga Parbat, 1985.
Climbers heading for Alaska.
JERZY KUKUCZKA COLLECTION.
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CARLOS CARSOLIO COLLECTION. BOTTOM The Polish climbing community was known for never giving up.

TOP Kurtyka, Kukuczka and MacIntyre on the Makalu west face expedition, 1981.
JERZY KUKUCZKA COLLECTION. BOTTOM Rutkiewicz during an audience with Pope John Paul following her Everest climb, and on
his first visit home to Poland after becoming Pope.
WANDA RUTKIEWICZ COLLECTION
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grand projects that might bring favourable PR.

pressure from a state that only allocated funds to

vidual human limits, but they were also under

Polish climbers may have been stretching indi-

jeans popular in Poland. Some of the profit was

While the men sped on at a furious pace,

used to bribe customs officials, the remainder

Rutkiewic took time off, returned to Warzaw, was

went into expeditions. According to Voytek Kurty-

elected Sports Woman of the Year, and became

ka, “Once barriers and bribes were successfully

a popular postcard subject. Her reward from

negotiated, the ascent of an 8,000-metre peak

the State? The option to jump the queue and,

was a picnic in comparison.”

at nominal cost, buy a new car of the domestic
brand Polonez.

If Kukuczka was the high-altitude King of the

She headed back to the major ranges with a

era, then the Queen was his compatriot Wanda

vengeance; in 1985 she ascended Nanga Parbat,

Rutkiewic. Between 1978 and 1991, Rutkiewic

and in 1986, K2 without oxygen at the same time

climbed eight 8,000-metre peaks, aiming to be

13 alpinists died on the peak (again, the first

the first woman to conquer the Crown. Her first

Pole to summit). In 1987, she conquered both

was Everest—the first European woman to sum-

Annapurna and Shishapangma; in 1989 it was

mit (prior, only Japan’s Junko Tabei and Phantong

Gasherbrum II, in 1990 Gasherbrum I, and finally,

from Tibet had done so).

Cho Oyo in 1991.

More remarkable, Rutkiewic was the first

The following year, at 50 years old, Rut-

Pole to conquer Everest, a feat that slightly rat-

kiewic took aim at 8,598-metre Kangchenjunga.

tled the country’s male climbing contingent. A

She’d been told her liver and kidney status were

few months previous, Kukuczka summited his

alarmingly bad but ignored it, taking on the climb

first 7,000-metre peak, Koh-e-Tez in the Hindu

with the same stubborn energy as in 1981, when

Kush; following Rutkiewic’s ascent of Everest,

she’d broken her leg and hobbled on crutches up

however, he immediately aimed higher, climbing

to K2 base camp.

Lhotse without oxygen in 1979. In 1980 it was his

At 8,300 metres on Kangchenjunga, Rutkiewic

turn on Everest via the South Pillar. That same

encountered Mexican Carlos Carsolio descending

year, Wielicki completed the first winter ascent of

from the summit. He urged Rutkiewic to turn back.

the peak.

But she could make out the peak 300 metres above,

LEFT PAGE (TOP) climbers like the triumphant Changabang team were honoured as heroes on the streets of Warsaw.
VOYTEK KURTYKA COLLECTION. LEFT PAGE (BOTTOM) The north face of K2.
KRYZYSZTOF WIELICKI. BELOW (LEFT) This 1996 cover of a Polish climbing magazine featuring Mariusz Kubielas naked on the west ridge of Everest caused a scandal, for Kubielas was a city
councilman at the time.
MARIUSZ KUBIELAS COLLECTION. BELOW (RIGHT) Climbing alpine-style on the South Face of Lhotse at ~6500 metres.
ARTUR HAJZER
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LEFT PAGE Jan Muskat winter "grass" climbing in the Tatras.
VOYTEK KURTYKA COLLECTION. ABOVE (LEFT) Kurtyka and Kukuczka arrive in base camp after having completed a new route on Gasherbrum I in 1983.
VOYTEK KURTYKA COLLECTION. ABOVE (RIGHT) Kurtyka testing his new wooden seat harness on the Troll Wall in 1974.
DANUTA PIOTROWSKA ARCHIVE

and though she had no food, drink or bivouac es-

still stand as the campaign’s acme. Of the old crew,

Another reason was the preciousness of

sentials, decided to continue, explaining that she’d

there remain only Krzysztof Wielicki and Voytek

time. ”In the past, expeditions took two or three

wait until morning for the attempt.

Kurtyka (see Sidebar: Art of Freedom). After Kuku-

months,” notes Wielicki. “Nowadays people can’t

Such is the code among climbers that al-

czka’s death, Kurtyka completed several ground-

afford that. They go away for a weekend to climb

though Carsolio considered this a highly perilous

breaking big-wall ascents while Wielicki dedicated

some rocks and on Monday they’re at work in a

strategy, he accepted her decision. He staggered

himself to alpine-style speed-climbs and soloing

suit and a tie. The times of exploration and ad-

downhill, while Rutkiewic curled up to survive a

new routes in the Himalayas, completing the

venture are over. Winter Himalayan work requires

bitterly cold night in the death zone.

Crown in 1996 with a solo climb of the Kinshofer

more patience and self possession.”

Rutkiewic never made it down, and whether
she reached the summit remains unknown.
Following the fall of the Iron Curtain, Poles contin-

route on Nanga Parbat. Not given to retiring, Wiel-

As the new millennium dawned, the ever-phil-

icki kept his hand in, attempting the elusive win-

osophical Kurtyka had also weighed in. “I sense in

ter ascent of Makula several times and summiting

Poland a subsiding of the great mountain inspira-

Gasherbrum II again in July 2006.

tion. It’s being replaced by the onerous awareness

ued their strenuous climbs, but primarily on major

Although Kurtyka’s “Polish Syndrome” has

of a new era and the necessity of meeting its de-

walls in Patagonia and Pakistan. Even Norway’s

more or less been expunged, with most Polish

mands. For the first time in almost 200 years, Poles

Trollväggen (Troll Wall) saw their mark.

climbers now swimming in the mainstream, the

have nothing to fight. I’m concerned about this.”

During the 1994 Olympic Winter Games in

masters left a powerful legacy—seven of eight of

Lillehammer, a period of cold, clear weather, the

the world’s highest mountains ascended in winter

world’s best winter athletes fought for medals

in eight years, all first climbs by Polish alpinists

while just northwest of them, a three-man Polish

and inspiring a new wave of tough climbers from

expedition battled up the brutal 1,100-metre Arch

former Eastern Bloc states like Slovenia and Slo-

Wall, Trollväggen’s most difficult route. While the

vakia. But what happened In Poland? The last of

rest of us sat comfortably in front of our TVs, the

these was 30 years ago when Wielicki soloed Lhotse,

Poles strove for the summit with a mixture of ad-

so there appears to be a significant gap in the

vanced free-climbing and Grade A4 aid—extremely

country’s alpine mentality.

risky and reserved only for the elite. Typically, they

“It was caused by Poland’s political and so-

had no port-a-ledges or bivouac tents, and their

cial situation,” says Wielicki. “At the beginning of

tiny food supply was heavily rationed. Despite a

the ’90s, along with freedom and democracy, we

starvation diet, they succeeded after an incredibly

all had to continue working. Many alpinists gave

difficult nine-day siege.

up climbing to start careers. I think that the gap

While a new generation struggles to prolong
Poland’s profile as a climbing power, the 1980s

was also caused by the tragedies that struck Po-

A passionate climber, skier and gifted photographer from
Åre, Sweden, Jörgen Vikström has also been writing about
travel and the outdoors for over 20 years. Although he loves
the feeling of being in the mountains, he worries many
contemporary climbers and alpinists increasingly see them
only as cathedrals where the human ego should be celebrated. // jorgenvikstrom.com

lish alpinism at the end of the ’80s.”
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Abyss
Even after 50 years of exploration,
Mexico’s massive Sistema Huautla
still has secrets to reveal
words and photos :: Josh Hydeman
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The Mazatec believe caves to be
doors to the underworld, so Steele,
directed by a local shaman,
sacrificed a turkey in hopes of
appeasing subterranean spirits.

In a famous scene from an episode of BBC’s Planet Earth, the camera cuts

Although we’d already descended several other deep pits in prepara-

rapidly between men in colourful suits standing alone at the edge of a rock-

tion, the team member about to rappel ahead of me now suddenly changed

rimmed blackness surrounded by jungle. One by one, they dive into the void,

his mind, backing away from the edge screaming No—I’m not doing it!

pull a parachute, and float over 300 metres to the bottom of Sòtano de

Fear spread through the air like a contagious gas. My adrenaline spiked

Las Golondrinas—the Cave of Swallows. Follow-up shots from below of tiny

and an uphill mental battle began that shook my carefully rehearsed foun-

parachutists drifting through a shaft of light penetrating the darkness show

dation; should I, too, reconsider such a long descent? The feeling wouldn’t

how massive this famous hole in the ground truly is.

pass, but I made my decision. I threaded the rope through my rappel rack,

In 2015, as part of a five-person team led by Scott Christenson, I also

peered over the edge at the mountains of guano far below, and stepped off.

found myself standing on the rim of Golondrinas, in the Mexican state of

Then an amazing thing happened: ten metres down, all the stress of the

San Luis Potosi. Since the release of Planet Earth, BASE jumping into the

previous few minutes disappeared. In fact, the trip climaxed for me as I made

cave—which disturbs the bird population—was deemed illegal. The only

my way down to the cave floor. Calling the surface to let them know I was off

way down now was by rope, which explained the 370-metre-long, 36-kilo

rope, my voice and radio static echoed around the chamber for what seemed

rappel rig we’d hung at the cave’s lip. Prior to this trip, my longest rappel

a full minute. I felt as if I’d landed on the moon. More than anything, this

had been around 30 metres, but the training necessary for safely descend-

moment of otherworldly accomplishment gave me the confidence to pursue

ing such a distance and jugging back up to the surface had been rigorous;

more technical adventures in the future. Soon after, I became determined to

I was ready.

experience Sistema Huautla.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD A caver descends into Sistema Huautla, the Western Hemisphere’s deepest cave complex. LEFT PAGE Sistema Huautla has over 20 known entrances. RIGHT PAGE In some places, cavers
must descend hundreds of metres through falling water. NEXT SPREAD Life underground is rough and muddy and dark. Only when the lights come on can you see what happened to you that day.
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Only the most eccentric humans, I was told, could tolerate waking
in total darkness to don cold, wet, mud-caked garb day after day.
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LEFT PAGE A team-member descends a long shaft on a complex rope system. THIS PAGE Sometimes the best medicine is local—and not always mushrooms. NEXT SPREAD (TOP)
What’s for dinner? Sometimes you don’t want to know... NEXT SPREAD (BOTTOM) ... But then you eat it anyway.

Cavers the world over share campfire stories about wha...t many call the

described 48 species of invertebrates, ten of which are highly adapted (eye

greatest cave in the world—while chronically mispronouncing its name wot-

reduction, little skin pigment) troglobitic forms; the skull of a giant ground

la instead of wowt-la. Despite extensive research before I visited, it was still

sloth, extinct for 12,000 years, has been discovered, along with bones of

hard to comprehend the scale and complexity of Sistema Huautla; having

other Pleistocene fauna; yearly deposits on stalagmites (think tree rings) are

now spent a total of seven weeks exploring the cave’s nether reaches, there’s

being employed by paleoclimatologists to assess ancient weather patterns;

still much I want to know and understand about it.

and anthropologists are studying the local Mazatec people’s relationship and

In the late 1960s, the city of Huautla de Jimenez became famous for

beliefs regarding the cave.

its psilocybin mushrooms, overflowing with hippies who sought the magical

Steele explained to me that PESH was selecting only the world’s very

caps. “Psychedelic tourism” became so invasive that cavers, who’d visited

best cave explorers and that I shouldn’t get my hopes up. Months later,

for years, were now unwelcome. But the ’shroom-hunters would eventually

however, accepting first prize in the National Speleological Society’s annual

subside and cavers return. I’d heard amazing stories of grizzled explorers

photo salon in a Nevada auditorium with Steele in attendance, I seized the

suffering marathons at the end of miles of rope, with long stretches camping

moment and introduced myself, reminding him of my application. Somehow

in deep chambers devoid of light. Only the most eccentric humans, I was

in the moment I won him over, earning a spot on the team.  

told, could tolerate waking in total darkness to don cold, wet, mud-caked

Fast forward through a months-long montage of climbing up and down

garb day after day to map virgin passages and haul heavy equipment down

ropes hung from a tree in my backyard. Knowing the expedition would be a

roaring waterfalls and vertical rope obstacle courses.

technical challenge, I practiced every complex rope scenario I could think of

I began my own Huautla quest by reaching out to caving legend Bill

over and over. I’d purposely get myself tangled in a rope problem and figure

Steele, expedition co-leader of PESH (Proyecto Espeleologico Sistema Huaut-

out how to fix it. I also visited cliffs in the Columbia River Gorge, rappelling

la). Launched in 2014, PESH looked to run ten years of consecutive annual

down and jugging back up like swimming laps in a pool. I was determined

expeditions, with goals of mapping a horizontal distance of 100 kilometres

to learn the technical skills of vertical caving.

and a vertical depth of 1,610 metres. Beyond exploration and mapping, the

In April 2017 I landed in Oaxaca, joining several other PESH expedition

long-term speleology project also sought to examine the cave’s geology,

members from Tennessee on the six-hour van ride to Huautla along a nar-

biology, paleontology, paleoclimatology, archeology and anthropology, in

row, twisting road. Simultaneously on assignment for an outdoor clothing

particular supporting the work of Mexican scientists: a Masters thesis has

company, my goals were to acclimate to this underground wilderness, take

covered the complex geology and origins of the cave system; biologists have

publishable photos, and avoid injury.  
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In the process of moving my descender from one line to the next, the anchor bolt pulled out with a loud
snapping noise. My descender, still attached to the rope, kept me from tumbling into darkness.

My first trip into Sistema Huautla quickly taught me the meaning of “deep

est cement buildings next to a school and basketball court. Each morning

caving.” I joined a team who were heading into a section called La Grieta—

began with loud crowing from obnoxious roosters and the snorts of a large

one of 20 entrances to the behemoth—to attempt the first climb of a large

pig whose pen abutted one of the buildings. The expedition began with what

dome; my role was to Sherpa a rotary hammer drill and bolts to Camp 2 at

seemed manic energy, cavers running from building to building collecting

–500 metres, sleep there, and return the following day.

piles of rope, drills, and dehydrated food.

Dropped by pick-up truck in a corn field, we entered the system through

A team of four headed into La Grieta, planning to scale Hoo Hah

a ten-metre crack along a rock wall. Because the Mazatec believe caves to be

Dome—which they had named but failed to climb the previous year. From

doors to the underworld, this entrance was also where Steele, directed by a

here, they could potentially reach an unexplored area of the system. Once

local shaman, sacrificed a turkey in hopes of appeasing subterranean spirits.

settled in Camp 4 at –610 metres, however, heavy rains trapped them behind

We clipped onto a fixed rope attached to mossy rock and started down,

Pato Mojado (“The Wet Duck”), a section whose waterways, normally naviga-

rappelling past technical rebelays (additional anchors on the same rope to

ble by swimming, had now filled to the ceiling. Worse, a fifth member who’d

avoid hazards like abrasive rocks, waterfalls, etc.) and short traverse lines.

planned to join the team later with the majority of its food was now unable

At about –100 metres sunlight disappeared and the world narrowed to the

to, forcing the stranded group to subsist for four days on granola bars and

width of a headlamp beam. We continued descending, rope after rope, until

a jar of boiled peanuts left in camp years before.  		

their number seemed almost comical. As I scraped through a narrow canyon

Although being trapped behind water-filled sections is somewhat com-

leading to yet another drop, a tarantula, sensing my light, backed into a

mon in the world of caving, it still engenders a heavy feeling among non-

small crevice. After another thirty or so rope lengths, the terrain leveled out.

trapped expedition members. Fortunately, rescue plans that could have been

Walking a high-ceilinged canyon passage through knee-deep aquama-

executed once the storm passed proved unnecessary; when rain subsided,

rine water, the passage morphed continually between smaller and larger

the team exited without incident.  

shapes, its floor shifting from cobble to a jumble of sharp limestone projec-

Meanwhile, others including myself were busy trying to find Sòtano de Agua

tions resembling ancient stone tools and gigantic scalpels. Climbing these

de Carrizo, a cave previously explored in 1978, the era of low-lumen carbide

formations to circumvent potholes, I admired the beauty of striations on the

headlamps that often caused cavers to miss critical leads. Today’s brighter and

marbleized walls. Small tributaries gurgled and splashed into the main pas-

wider beams would help re-check those leads and fill gaps on existing maps.

sage, filling one narrow section to the point where I waded chest-deep with

Bushwhacking through jungle, we happened upon two closely set pits.

my pack held above my head, the sound of other team members’ struggles

Although unsure if we were actually at Carrizo—it’d been 40 years and the

echoing around me.

waypoints we were working from may or may not have been correct—two

Our camp for the night was a small, sandy alcove off a three-metre-wide

teams were formed to rig the pits.

passage. The trickle of a stream reverberated as we donned dry clothes and

While one person rigged, I used a second rope to photograph him drill-

crawled into sleeping bags set atop space blankets. Talk was of logistics as

ing bolts and setting up rebelays. Once anchors secured access to the first

the team drifted off, mostly in awkward positions. Employing a gallon-sized

30-metre drop, we all followed into the cave. At the second station, I clipped

Nalgene container as a pillow, it took me forever to fall sleep—though the

on my safety lanyard, but while in the process of moving my descender from

disorientation of waking in darkness means you’re never sure how much

one line to the next, the anchor bolt pulled out of the wall with a loud snap-

you’ve slept anyway.

ping noise. My descender, still attached to the rope, kept me from tumbling

Next day the team continued deeper toward the dome while I began my

30 metres into darkness.

exit, having scouted several photo-worthy locations to return to along the

At the bottom, it was determined we had indeed found Carrizo. It was

way. Half a vertical kilometre of jugging, crawling, and swimming later I was

absolutely beautiful; the entrance pit of polished marble had a stream run-

out, revelling in the smell and look of the earth’s surface, the sun brighter

ning down it, its black-and-white speckled rock resembling a Rauschenberg

than it had ever appeared before.

painting. From here, we could rig two possible routes, both drops of 90

Over a two-week period that literally flew by, we made several more

metres; one was called “The Wet Series,” the other “Son of a Pitch.” With

underground forays focused mostly on photography. Just as I was getting

water roaring down it, The Wet Series was out of the question, as it would

comfortable traveling the rope obstacles of Sistema Huautla, I found myself

mean ascending in a raging waterfall.

packing for home; I knew I’d need to return.  

We rigged the much drier Son of a Pitch and the mapping work continued. Within the first week, another question mark on the old Carrizo map led

The goals of the 2018 expedition were ambitious. Besides continuing work

us beyond previous limits of exploration, sparking a massive push. Multiple

in La Grieta was the hope of exploring other caves potentially connected to

pits led to TAG Shaft, a gigantic chamber set on a fault discovered in the

Sistema Huautla proper. On assignment for National Geographic, I was deter-

carbide days from an entirely different cave entrance. The name derived from

mined to document all I could.

one of the original explorers, who’d thought it a shaft because his carbide

Located in the town of Plan Carlotta, base camp consisted of four mod-
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light didn’t have enough power to illuminate the massive space.
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Fear spread through the air like a
contagious gas. My adrenaline spiked
and an uphill mental battle began
that shook my carefully rehearsed
foundation.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD How deep is Sistema Huautla? Over 1,500 metres. THIS SPREAD Existential question: if you can’t see
a waterfall because it’s deep underground, is it still beautiful, or more like being in the drain of a giant cosmic sink?
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Carrizo was absolutely beautiful; the entrance pit of
polished marble featured a stream running down it,
and its black-and-white speckled rock resembled a
Rauschenberg painting.

We began enlarging a crack to make it big enough to pass through at
the base of the TAG Shaft; wind rushing through it had us dreaming of what
might lie beyond. Could this potential new route connect into La Grieta? After
a few days, the opening was large enough to slip a body through; beyond
was a small waterfall and standing room for five above a vertical drop. This
proved a major turning point—the first of many new pitches that eventually
led, as hoped, into Sistema Huautla proper. This one connection extended
the known length of the cave from 78.3 to 85 kilometres and added five
more entrances for a total of 25.
	  Because I’d never seen such an enormous underground space,
photographing TAG Shaft became my focus. The feeling of being in this vast,
black void was truly enveloping, and the idea of trying to photograph it equally
overwhelming. Using vintage flash bulbs, I lit the chamber with the help of five
team members—two dangling on ropes, one suspended roughly 180 metres
off the deck. With the aid of radios and a bit of planning, we were ultimately
able to capture the essence I was looking for. Between scouting and shuffling
loads of gear in and out it took five days to finish this single photograph.
You could spend a lifetime exploring Sistema Huautla and not be able to
generate a complete map. The scale of this subterranean Grand Canyon is
too large to fully grasp. Bill Steele started exploring Sistema Huautla in the
1970s and hasn’t stopped since. Less than a month after our 2018 PESH expedition, he’d already compiled a list of objectives for the next one. Between
trips, he works year-round meeting with locals and government officials to
gain permissions for access to previously unexplored entrances.
His motivation and dedication to exploring the area are unmatched, as
if it were something he just can’t stop chasing. Perhaps it’s the same feeling
I experienced after my first rappel to the bottom of Sòtano de Las Golondrinas—staring 370 metres back up into the light, my feet planted in a distant
new world of possibility.

Photographer Josh Hydeman focuses his explorations on caves,
canyons and other remote wilderness destinations. His work
has been published by National
Geographic, Outside, and other
leading publications. When not
in the field, he calls a cabin in
Oregon's Columbia River Gorge
home. // joshhydeman.com
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WILD
FEAR OF FLIGHT
No. That was my first reaction to the suggestion
“Let’s go paragliding in India.” On so many levels it
seemed out of my comfort zone: international travel,
a group scene, and, more critically, the next level up
in paragliding. I had ten flights under my belt, all in
Revelstoke, British Columbia, already a difficult place
to learn. The proposed destination, Bir, was a global
gathering place for experienced paragliding pilots to
make cross-country flights at high elevation. So…
NO, No, no, and no. But for some reason, my
answer was Yes.
I spent the next six months in denial.
Reality is like barbed wire—it can be clean and
sharp, rusted and blunt, loose and stretchy, or taut
and difficult to see in low light. You can find your
way through its sharp barbs or be drawn further into
its tangle with every attempt to escape. I’d see which
way this one went.
We started the six-hour drive to the airport in
fresh snow. Lodged in the back seat of a truck packed
with men, I surrendered any illusion of control and
hoped for the best. On the upside, I was rolling with
a stellar crew—among the best in mountain sports.
They were driven by an enviable lust for life which, if
occasionally impractical, seemed always to land them

on their feet like cats. In contrast, my life approach—
and, by extension, paragliding ambitions—were
cautious and ambiguous. A reluctant flier, I always
took a good amount of time to set up my wing and
commit to the launch, and having buried my head in
the sand on this trip, hadn’t given much thought to
the flying other than survival. In addition, though I’d
been to nearly every nook and cranny in my native
B.C., the rest of the world was a complete unknown,
and I worried that India—with its crowds, smells,
and poverty—would make me uncomfortable.
International travel is a warp zone. Between
long hours of captivity, sleep disturbance, missed
meals, and waking to a stranger’s head on your
shoulder, it’s deep immersion in the uncomfortable realities of humanity. Enter our attempt to
transit through Delhi airport—massive, busy, loud,
and clouded in smog rolling in through automatic
doors—with a mountain of duffles, packed wings,
radios, GPS units, and other electronic equipment.
Customs officials’ heads shook with the internationally understood No sir, you cannot take that on the
plane—despite the obviousness that we’d already
done so in order to be there. The ensuing hassle and
repeat performances over the next month were des-

tined for the post-trip joke roster, but we eventually
arrived in Dharamshala, each with a brick of rupees
in our money belts, pent-up energy, and only one
person’s luggage missing.
“Holy shit,” laughed someone nervously. We
were spread across hot tarmac, hands in pockets,
eyeing a strip of blue mountains walled against the
sky. The Himalaya took landscapes to the next level,
like standing next to the star of The Friendly Giant;
you looked up… then you looked waaaay up. I recalculated the number of days I had to get through: 25.
Garbage, flowers, food, decay, and heat wafted
through the van en route to Bir. Our driver stopped
for cold colas and bidis (the local hand-rolled cigarette). “I’m a writer,” I told myself. “This is a storytelling opportunity.” Another way of saying What
the fuck am I doing here?
Denial is a powerful drug, but it had outlived
its usefulness. I was here to engage. Embrace. Uneasy about either doing something I wasn’t into or
doing nothing at all, I braved the insane taxi rides
up a mountain road under Indian-style construction (at one point, we all exited the car to run past
cascading rocks pushed over the bank by workers
on the switchback above) only to gain a top where
hundreds of paragliders crowded together in what
seemed like a launching stampede. The house thermal swarmed with house flies circling in (mostly)
the same direction. We heard of mid-air collisions
and botched landings, saw women in gilded saris
float to earth with their tandem pilots. My strategy was to fly straight out of the mayhem, catching
the occasional thermal by accident. It was beautiful when it wasn’t terrifying. The guys cheered me

ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE BARNES

on, before casually making long-distance flights at
5,000 metres—some for the first time.
The groove soon wore thin; I wanted more than
a quick ride to valley bottom. I decided on a fiveday trek and hired a guide. At the last minute my
boyfriend signed on to sate his own appetite for discovery. Our guide, a man two-thirds my size, carried
an enormous backpack of little more than an extra
sweater, beans, rice, and a pressure cooker over hills
and into a distant valley where time crept backward
the higher we climbed. We slept in fields and under
stone shelters, shared simple meals with local farmers, cooked over open fires in chimneyless rooms. We
met happy, chatty women who’d crested high passes
in broken plastic shoes, carrying lambs in shoulder
bags. Towering over them dressed head to toe in
technical synthetics, I felt like a welcome giant—
though, a spoiled, grateful, and humbled one.
Growth springs from being shown the open
ground. Reunited with our free-rolling crew back
in Bir, I felt more kinship with their tumbleweed
approach to adventure. In the days to come they’d
blow into their own metaphorical barbed-wire, scale
it, and reach the other side, dusty, bent, but ever-adaptable. It inspired the artist in me. The woman. We were a unit. This was known as community.
In the end, India cleansed me of my reluctance.
I was open. On our last evening we returned to
our favourite shanty for a final group meal. From a
homemade tandoori oven, the chapati-master served
us endless rounds of this traditional unleavened flatbread with heaps of dahl on marginally clean tin
plates. Like everyone else, I ate with impunity.
—Jill McDonald
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In 1960, Åke Nordin founded Fjällräven
in his basement in the Swedish town of
Örnsköldsvik. Since then we have stayed
true to our mission of developing timeless,
functional and durable outdoor equipment,
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and the environment and inspiring more
people to discover outdoor life.
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